
Ancient ST 1331 

Chapter 1331 - White Tiger Transformation, Yehuang Guwu’s past history 

The increase in strength made Qing Shui feel particularly happy. His strength had actually increased by a 

few times within the short few days he went back to Qing Clan. This phenomenon made Qing Shui feel 

that he was closer to reaching the Eighth Heavenly Layer. In the past, he used to think that it was a tall 

mountain which could never be exceeded. But now, he somehow felt like a path had opened and that 

he would achieve it as long as he worked hard. 

He would definitely be able to step into the False God Realm as soon as he achieved the Eighth Heavenly 

Layer. Hence, Qing Shui stopped considering what he had to prepare to achieve False God. 

Other than that, it was the nameless technique. According to what Qing Shui had assumed, it should be 

something passed down from Joyous Meditation Sect of Buddha Sect. It’s just that he never expected it 

to be this strong. Or rather, it was because the women that he met were all perfect. 

In Duo Cultivation, Yin and Yang complemented each other. A lonely Yin wouldn’t grow, nor would a 

single Yang give rise to anything. Those methods to reduce Yin to nourish Yang or reduce Yang to 

nourish Yin were all low-class Duo cultivations. While the more decent ones would enable one side of it 

to grow without affecting the other. The top-class ones would help increase both sides together. 

Anything beyond that belonged to legendary or divine grade. Those Duo Cultivations could help 

significantly raise the strength of both Yin and Yang together. 

It was likely that this nameless technique belonged to at least a legendary grade. This martial technique 

had given a lot of benefits to Qing Shui. Not only that, even his women benefited a lot from it. 

By now, he already had an answer for it. If there were only twelve Portraits of Beauty, at least Yu He 

would be removed from the list. The reason being that she didn’t manage to establish contact with the 

Twelve Heavenly Meridians. But she managed to awaken one Golden Star, leading to a significant 

change in her Spirit Energy. 

It could also be that the twelve Portraits of Beauty were now complete. Other than the extremely 

beautiful woman in palace costume, who was on top of the enormous green dragon, he had seen the 

rest of the women. 

Qing Shui was sitting inside the pavilion. It was now halfway through the morning. The others had all 

gone to cultivate. Those who were going into seclusion had done so. This time, Qing Shui had brought 

great opportunities for them. Including the third generation, everyone wanted to visit the other few 

continents. Which men wouldn’t feel heroic? Which men wouldn’t feel ambitious? 

A real man would hold a three foot long sword in their hand and achieve outstanding things. 

Yun Duan and Hai Dongqing approached here. As for Qing Yun, someone else was still playing with her. 

The two girls came to Qing Shui when they saw him daydreaming. Qing Shui only noticed the two 

women when they were in the pavilion. 

He stood up and grabbed the two women into his embrace and once again sat in the pavilion. 

“What were you thinking about? You seemed really deep in thought,” Hai Dongqing smiled and asked. 



“I am thinking whether you will finally be pregnant this time considering the amount of times I have 

worked hard this visit.” Qing Shui smiled and looked at the wise and elegant woman. 

“Are you seeking death?!” Hai Dongqing yelled at Qing Shui. Her face was a bit red. Her entire face 

became filled with blood every time she thought about the scene of her and him alone together. This 

man was very demanding. At the moment when he released himself, he displayed a lot of embarrassing 

stances as well as language. 

Yun Duan saw Hai Dongqing’s expression. Unknowingly, she also started blushing. And right at this 

moment, Qing Shui also happened to be looking right at her. He couldn’t help but laugh looking at both 

her and Hai Dongqing’s shy look. He somehow felt a bit high-spirited and proud. At this moment, he felt 

incomparably satisfied with himself. 

“It’s time you should be leaving again!” Hai Dongqing smiled and asked after she her expression 

returned to normal. 

“Yes, I can come back once every month. It was so much better compared to before. In the future, I can 

always keep you guys by my side. That way, we won’t have to separate from each other anymore.” 

“Yes, I am already very happy. Initially, I even thought that we might not be able to meet each other for 

ten to twenty years,” Yun Duan responded happily. 

Because of Duo Cultivation, the strength of Qing Shui’s women was improving at a very fast pace. Even 

when they were not from the Portraits of Beauty, they were still improving very rapidly. For example, 

Yun Duan, Mingyue Gelou. They were not much inferior to the women from Portraits of Beauty. They 

were all extremely beautiful women. 

Qing Shui wasn’t worried with the fourth generations of Qing Clan. With his current ability, if he were to 

build up a foundation for them since young, they would at least turn out to be warriors with decent 

strength. The main ones were the third and second generations of Qing Clan. 

That person must be really strong, that’s how Qing Shui felt. The gap between him and his mother 

would be really huge. It had been so many years, people would change. Where could he be? Was he 

now a formidable person? 

On the last day, Qing Shui spent his time with his women and children. He looked at each and every one 

of his extremely beautiful women. They were all his women. Of course, there were also his daughters 

who were like small princesses. It was just that in comparison, he had fewer sons. Qing Zun, Qing Ming, 

Qing Long. Both Qing Zun and Qing Ming were already confirmed to not have any problems in terms of 

what they could achieve in the future. 

Qing Long was still young. He was bashful like a tiny calf. Even though he was still young, Qing Shui had 

already helped him decided on his path to cultivate. He was going to cultivate his body. 

…… 

Unknowingly, it had been a week since Qing Shui returned to Qing Clan. After bidding farewell to Qing 

Clan, he immediately used the ability of the Five Elements Divine Flag to transport husband and wives. 

He wanted to go have a look at Western Oxhe Continent. In any case, it was really convenient for him to 

go wherever he wanted now. 



This time, they didn’t feel awkward with each other. Yehuang Guwu was standing by the window of the 

bamboo house looking far away into the distance. At the moment when Qing Shui appeared beside her, 

she turned around and smiled, “You’re back.” 

“Yes, Martial Aunt, what are you thinking about?” Qing Shui was standing beside her by the window and 

they were looking at the boundless sky and earth outside. Suddenly, he realized that he was slowly 

becoming calmer. 

“Your strength is improving at a very fast pace,” Yehuang Guwu changed the topic and said. 

Qing Shui pulled her gently when he saw her exhausted eyes, “Let’s go, I will help you relax yourself.” 

Qing Shui sat down opposite her. He extended his hands and put them on her shoulder. He slowly lifted 

up all ten of his fingers and after that, dropped them down very rapidly. He was doing it with average 

force. There was also a unique energy mixed within it. 

“Martial Aunt, let me teach you a martial technique. With your body type, I think you should be really 

suitable for it. I can feel a mysterious energy within your body. You should be able to draw out terrifying 

strength with it.” Qing Shui felt it when he was massaging her. 

“Oh, what martial technique?” Yehuang Guwu seemed to be really curious. 

“Tiger Form!” 

“Alright!” 

Just like this, they agreed to practice it. Both Qing Shui and the woman headed off to the beach outside 

while Yu Ruyan and Tantai Xuan were still going through their seclusions. Yehuang Guwu said that they 

had actually managed to step into some kind of grade by accident this time. If they were lucky, they 

might even be able to come in contact with the great door of Heavenly Dao. The great door of Heavenly 

Dao wasn’t something which only powerful people could step into. 

There were still other people who were quite unique along the road. For example, great scholars, great 

artists, doctors, alchemists, craftsman and such. It was possible for them to step into Heavenly Dao and 

became a super existence in their respective fields. 

Qing Shui practiced the forms first, he didn’t stop at all. At his current level, there was no need for him 

to slow down purposely. He took great pains to explain everything while he performed the stances of 

the full Tiger Form, gradually manifesting a golden gigantic tiger. 

State of Demonic Beast Manifestation! 

Qing Shui has already achieved the State of Demonic Beast Manifestation. When he thrust out his fist 

with his Tiger Form, an entire tiger would appear from it, just like an actual ferocious tiger. 

The woman only started moving after Qing Shui stopped. She was moving very slowly. However, Qing 

Shui was startled by it. 

As thought, her body type was made to be the most suitable to cultivate Tiger Form, his own Tiger Form 

in particular. 



She might be moving slowly but each and every one of her moves looked graceful and remarkably true 

to life. Furthermore, she was improving at a terrifying rate. Qing Shui could feel that the woman had 

already jumped out of the restrictions of Tiger Form with his Spiritual Sense. 

Kong! 

All of a sudden, the woman thrust out a punch. As she did so, an enormous snow white jade tiger 

appeared in front of her. It didn’t disperse. It was giving out majestic aura. 

White Tiger Transformation! 

Qing Shui looked towards the white tiger with his Heavenly Vision Technique and was stunned. 

White Tiger, Grade Silver. Formed by condensing energy together. It possessed strength one fold 

stronger than that of its owner. Zero consumption. The energy could last for fifteen minutes. Controlled 

with consciousness, zero consumption. It was possible that it would disperse when hit by sufficient 

strength. 

Was this woman reincarnated from a white tiger? Qing Shui was startled as he watched her condensing 

the white tiger that was almost fifty meters. Within half a day, the woman had already surpassed the 

Tiger Form which he taught her. 

At this moment, the woman felt as if she just woke up from a long dream. After that, she once again 

condensed it. Yet another white tiger which looked exactly the same as the one before appeared beside 

her. 

“For now, two white tigers are all that I can manage at the same time. But everytime I condense a White 

Tiger, it consumes 10% of my overall strength.” Yehuang Guwu looked at Qing Shui in shock with her 

beautiful pupils. 

“It seems only you are capable of cultivating the Tiger Form up to this kind of state. The others are all 

incapable of doing so.” Even Qing Shui himself admired her a little. How good would it be if he could 

cultivate up to this kind of level as well? 

“Actually, even I myself didn’t know how things turned out like this. The things before this were like a 

dream to me.” Yehuang Guwu looked like she was trying very hard to think back on the things before. 

“This is how it should be,” Qing Shui smiled and responded. 

“Thank you. To me, this Martial Technique may already well be considered a supreme level technique,” 

Yehuang Guwu said in excitement. 

“Martial Aunt, is everything in Western Oxhe Continent alright?” Qing Shui smiled and asked. 

“No, don’t worry about it, you can relax even more with me here now. This place isn’t the Phoenix 

Dancing Continent, nor is it the other two continents.” 

“Yes, Martial Aunt. If the Yehuang Clan in Yehuang Country came up to me, what shall I do?” Qing Shui 

asked after thinking for a while. 



“Kill them if you can. But the precondition is that you need to stay safe yourself. Before reaching peak 

Martial Emperor, do not engage in combat with Yehuang Clan,” Yehuang Guwu said after thinking for a 

while. 

“Are you aware that there are False Gods within Yehuang Clan?” Qing Shui smiled and asked. 

“I know but so long as Yehuang Clan isn’t facing a crisis in which they may get the entire clan eliminated, 

no one will dare to disturb the False God within the clan,” Yehuang Guwu said calmly. 

Qing Shui let out a sigh of relief the moment he heard Yehuang Guwu’s words. He smiled and said, 

“Martial Aunt, are you someone from Yehuang Clan?” 

Yehuang Guwu looked at Qing Shui. After a moment of thoughts, she spoke slowly, “No, are you 

wondering why I still have the surname Yehuang?” 

Qing Shui nodded his head and didn’t say anything. 

“My mom was insulted by the people from Yehuang Clan. After that, they abandoned her like a pair of 

torn shoes. But my mom’s life was saved by someone else. He was a member from one of the branches 

of Yehuang Clan. He liked my mother, despite my mother being pregnant, he still married her and made 

her his wife. Ever since I was born, he even treated me like I was his own daughter. But later on, that 

person found out about it and soon, the entire family fell apart. He killed my father. My mother died 

too, she committed suicide. Because of her, my father’s entire family ended up getting killed. Hence, she 

had no choice but to accompany him. He might not have been my blood-related father but I followed 

after him with my surname. Not the current family name of Yehuang Clan.” When Yehuang Guwu talked 

up to this point, she seemed really calm. However, Qing Shui was able to feel the overflowing killing 

intent deep down in her heart. 

No wonder she looked so tired. She still needed to pretend like she was strong and happy. No wonder in 

Phoenix Dancing Continent, she didn’t…… 

“Martial Aunt, believe me, you will definitely be able to seek your vengeance yourself. Very soon, you 

will have the ability to do so.” Qing Shui knew that she wouldn’t hesitate to kill the blood-related father 

of hers. The reason being that they didn’t share even the slightest family love with each other. On the 

contrary, the only existing feeling she had for him was hatred. Her mom was abandoned by them like 

torn shoes after being humiliated. To people like them, it’s best to make mincemeat out of them. 

Qing Shui could already figure out her story with Yehuang Clan back then when the woman told him not 

to save anyone from Yehuang Clan. But he never expected the story to be like this. Actually, almost 

every aristocratic clan would run into incidents like this. But it was impossible for every clan to have a 

person like Yehuang Guwu. 

Chapter 1332 - Misunderstandings, Another Type of Breakthrough, Returning to the Imperial Cuisine 

Hall 

Yehuang Guwu laughed happily when she heard what Qing Shui said. “I didn’t have confidence in the 

past, but now I do. Thank you!” 



“Martial Aunt, you don’t have to thank me. You could say that this was destined. After all, you are the 

one who developed the changes to the Tiger Form. I am also happy that you grew strong,” Qing Shui 

replied cheerfully. 

“That’s right. You benefited quite a lot from me, too. Should I be your woman? Anyways, I’m not going 

to marry anyone and you’re not going to touch me.” Yehuang Guwu smiled teasingly. She liked toying 

with Qing Shui. This younger man gave her a sense of security. If she couldn’t marry anyone, it did not 

matter to her if they were just married in name. However, if she could be a real woman, who would she 

marry? 

Yehuang Guwu was troubled when she thought about this, but she quickly dismissed that thought. If she 

could become a real woman, she should be happy and not worried. 

“Sure!” Qing Shui replied. Somehow, he couldn’t bring himself to reject the woman. He didn’t want her 

to feel unhappy about the problem with her body, as it would affect her cultivation. 

“Will you stay here for a few days?” Yehuang Guwu asked with a smile. 

“I’m leaving tomorrow, but I will help you improve today!” Qing Shui took out his Life and Death 

Needles! 

The Ren Meridian Strengthening Pellet and the Du Meridian Strengthening Pellet were suitable for 

people of all levels. Their effects on people with low cultivation levels and high cultivation levels were 

the same. They would leave a latent strengthening effect in people with lower levels of cultivation. As 

the person grew stronger, it would help them improve their natural talents. After all, the pellets were 

powerful medicines concocted with Sky Penetrating Grass, which could clear the Ren Meridian and 

Tiantu acupoints. 

Right now, his Life and Death Needles could improve absorption significantly, nurture constitution and 

cleanse the marrow to promote the growth capacity of the body. 

By later in the night, Yehuang Guwu’s strength had increased to over 40,000 sun. Though this was within 

Qing Shui’s expectations, he was still slightly surprised. 

Most of the people in the Qing clan had also managed to more than double their strength, but their 

cultivation was considerably lower. On the other hand, Qing Shui felt accomplished after helping 

someone as powerful as Yehuang Guwu raise her strength by one fold. 

Yehuang Guwu was awestruck. The most powerful person in Western Oxhe Continent wasn’t even that 

strong. For someone in the Dancing Phoenix Continent to reach this level, that person must have had 

some sort of treasure or miracle medicine. 

Then again, Qing Shui was both a physician and an alchemist, which was why his medical expertise could 

reach such incredible proficiency. She could tell that the biggest benefit from this treatment was not her 

increase in strength. Instead, she could feel that the treatment had increased her potential growth and 

solidified her foundations. This was akin to laying the foundations of a pagoda so that it would be more 

stable, allowing it to be built taller. Thus, It could be said that Qing Shui’s Constitution Nurturing 

Acupuncture was among one of his best techniques. 



“Qing Shui, I am going to take a bath. Come with me!” Yehuang Guwu grinned, pulling Qing Shui with 

her before he finished his sentence. 

It was the same bathtub, but with two people, there wasn’t much water and the water was already at 

their chest level. Both of them were naked, but the petals on the surface of the water blocked Qing 

Shui’s view. The sort of vague partial view of her body made the whole situation even more erotic. 

The top half of her breast was above the water as a few petals moved across and blocked the view of 

the pink nipples. Qing Shui didn’t know if it was on purpose or just a coincidence. Qing Shui’s legs were 

just beside Yehuang Guwu’s jade-like legs. Every now and then, she would use her toes to tickle the 

bottom of his feet. Meanwhile, Qing Shui’s front appendage was like a lance in the clear water. 

“Is it hard to hold back?” Yehuang Guwu blushed and sat on Qing Shui in a mermaid-like posture. Qing 

Shui inhaled sharply and he could feel his penis growing hard. At the same time, the woman made a 

muffled sound as she sat on him. Next, they both froze. 

The woman made a sound as she frowned and her body trembled. At that point, an inch of Qing Shui’s 

lance had already entered a tight, warm space. 

From behind… 

Qing Shui’s penis hardened as he thought of this. With water as a lubricant, he entered another half an 

inch. He couldn’t help but let out a comfortable sigh. Yehuang Guwu’s body trembled again. She was a 

cultivator, so her body was very flexible, but she couldn’t resist letting out a soft moan as she hooked 

her arms onto Qing Shui’s neck. She let her body sink deeper as a flush of red appeared on her face. 

“Are we together now, with this most intimate act?” Yehuang Guwu never expected that this would 

happen. She initially only wanted to toy with him or give him a handjob. She didn’t know how it had 

progressed to such a state. By the time she realized, it had already happened. But since she was 

prepared from before, she would accept whatever happened. Otherwise, she wouldn’t have shared a 

bath with him. 

It wasn’t as if she was ignorant about the matter. It was common knowledge, recorded in books. Many 

women would use sex to please their men, using their mouth, hands, voice and breasts. This was the joy 

of sex. However, she had never thought about such things in the past, even with her body. She didn’t 

expect it would happen so suddenly. 

“You’re my woman, but we will feel closer like this.” Qing Shui hugged the woman and felt a sort of pity 

for her. This person he called Martial Aunt, who appeared so headstrong and confident, was actually a 

pitiable woman. She might be making use of him, or was that too strong a term? Qing Shui wanted to 

tell her that he could make her a woman, but he did not speak. He felt that it wasn’t the right time. She 

tried her best and made Qing Shui ejaculate in her body. Even though it was anal sex, she felt that it was 

the only way to feel his love. 

Qing Shui didn’t particularly control himself, but they did it for at least an hour. Actually, only Huoyun 

Liu-li dared to provide Qing Shui with such sexual play, but even that was also rare. 

…… 



Qing Shui and Yehuang Guwu lay intertwined in a bed. After that affair, he felt that Yehuang Guwu was a 

lot calmer, having the look of a submissive woman. It was as if she had always been a normal woman. 

“When will Xuan’er and Ruyan exit their seclusion?” Qing Shui asked quietly. He did not actually want to 

know when they would come out, but he wanted to know if the two girls knew about his relationship 

with Yehuang Guwu. He guessed that they already knew a little, but they might not know how intimate 

they were. 

“Are you worried about the relationship between us?” Yehuang Guwu questioned Qing Shui, looking at 

him. 

Qing Shui shook his head, “That’s not it. If I was worried, I wouldn’t even ask you.” 

“They seemed to be my disciples, but that is only in name. They call me Sister Wu, privately. But I am 

really just imparting my skills, like how you taught me. Do you want me to call you Master?” Yehuang 

Guwu smiled. 

“Xuan’er seems to rely on you a lot. You both seem close.” 

“It isn’t just “seem”. We are actually close. She encouraged me to open myself to you because she 

noticed that I like you. Well, her encouragement worked.” Yehuang Guwu chuckled. 

…… 

“Martial Aunt, you should find that your powers are increasing rapidly and your wish will definitely come 

true.” Qing Shui bid Yehuang Guwu farewell. He did not say that he would help her take revenge,as he 

knew that the woman was obstinate. With her Tiger Form, it was only a matter of time. 

“I am sure of that. Please be careful. Don’t worry about the Western Oxhe Continent. I will help you take 

care of the others.” Yehuang Guwu knew what Qing Shui was worried about. 

Qing Shui waved and then he disappeared from the Southern Sea! 

…… 

When Qing Shui was in the Dancing Phoenix Continent once again, he felt calm. He used his Nine 

Continents Steps Effect and went to the Imperial Cuisine Hall. He was shocked when he reached the 

place. There were numerous expensive Beast carriages outside the gates, but that wasn’t what 

astounded him. He was surprised to find that there were many non-cultivators. 

Some of them were locals, but they do not own large mansions and buildings like the rich. They only 

owned rooms in large manors and shared the same courtyard, just like the communal dwellings in his 

previous life. 

The Imperial Cuisine Hall was treating patients for free today but there were really too many people. 

Soulsearch was busy diagnosing and prescribing medicines for patients. He did not notice Qing Shui until 

he was right beside him. 

“Younger brother, you are back.” Soulsearch was pleasantly surprised. He was a little stressed during 

this period without Qing Shui, so he was visibly relieved when he saw him. 



“Yes, brother. Let’s settle the patients first.” 

With Qing Shui’s help, the patients received their treatments more quickly. Armed with his Gold 

Needles, Qing Shui treated his patients within a few minutes. Some of them only needed some simple 

acupuncture. 

“He is the divine physician of the Imperial Cuisine Hall. Even Physician Soulsearch was treated by him.” 

“He is so young!” 

“This must be your first time here. Divine Physician Qing is a righteous man. He said that he would 

provide treatment to both the rich and poor, but definitely not people who are as unworthy as beasts.” 

“How can I pay for the medical fees if I have no money?” 

“Do you know what charity care is? Besides, he said that different people will have to pay different 

medical costs. He doesn’t allow any room for negotiation about this. Even if a rich person has the same 

symptoms as a poor person, the poor person will not need to pay to be given medicine. The rich man 

might have to spend half his fortune to be treated. 

“This is what I call a true physician. He is indeed a righteous physician with great resolution. 

…… 

The crowd only dispersed after nightfall. Qing Shui, Soulsearch and Liji headed to the fifth floor. The 

Imperial Cuisine Hall was more populous than ever. There were many more people from various 

aristocrat clans. After all, with the Puyang Clan around, the place was just full of life. 

“Brother, did anything happen while I was not around?” Qing Shui asked. 

“No. Someone wanted to join Imperial Cuisine Hall, but he insisted on meeting with you first.” 

Soulsearch replied lightheartedly. 

“This person’s medical skills must be quite good.” Qing Shui laughed. It was fairly obvious to him, as he 

could see that Soulsearch looked pleased. 

Chapter 1333 - Yao Clan, Yao Qubing, a visit from the Yehuang clan 

“His medical skills are very good. He’s much better than me,” Soulsearch laughed. 

Qing Shui doubted Soulsearch slightly. Soulsearch could accurately diagnose a patient’s condition with 

his Meridians Knocking Soul Pulling technique, so it was much easier for him to diagnose and provide 

the correct treatment. Even if his medical skills might not be the best, he was definitely one of the top-

notch physicians as he would not give a wrong diagnosis. 

“Brother, you are too humble. With your Meridians Knocking Soul Pulling technique, you just have to 

practice the few acupuncture techniques I taught you. I don’t dare to guarantee anything else but you 

will surely be much better than before.” Qing Shui grinned. 

“Yes. I can already tell. I have used some of the techniques in the past two days.” Soulsearch agreed 

joyfully. 



Li Ji watched Soulsearch and Qing Shui, a blissful smile appeared on her face. Her wish came true 

because of that young man and if she could have a child with Soulsearch, she would have no regrets. 

“By the way, is that person a local?” Qing Shui wondered if that person was from Yehuang City. 

“He is a member of the clan of divine physicians, the Yao Clan. The Yao Clan is a famous medical 

aristocrat clan and there are many physicians and alchemists in their clan. They are definitely the best 

medical clan in Yehuang City,” Soulsearch said with a serious tone. 

“Oh, he’s that good? Why does he want to join our Imperial Cuisine Hall?” Qing Shui couldn’t 

understand. If that person was from such a good medical aristocrat clan, wouldn’t it be better for that 

person to advance within his clan? Furthermore, it was rated as the best medical clan in the region. 

Logically speaking, he should stay in his own clan unless there were some other reasons. 

“He doesn’t have the proper birth rights. Though his medical skills are good, he has few opportunities in 

his own clan. He wanted to venture out, just to see if there might be another path for him.” 

“Oh, so he wants to see if we can take him in. How old is he?” Qing Shui felt that this was important. 

“He is slightly older than you, he looks quite young,” Soulsearch replied after giving it some thought. 

“Send someone to inform him to come here tomorrow. I want to see if he is qualified to join our 

Imperial Cuisine Hall.” 

“I have already done that.” 

…… 

Qing Shui was free at night, so he went into his Realm of the Violet Jade Immortal to train. He started 

refining his magic treasures. For now, there were no signs that his Coiled Dragon Statue, Heaven Shaking 

Drum, Spirit Gathering Lamp or Formation Eye Stone could be upgraded soon. Spirit Channeling Jade 

rose by one level, allowing Qing Shui to refine his items at a faster speed. He also faced a bottleneck 

with his Demon Binding Ropes and Soulshake bell. Since Soulshake bell had already reached the Ninth 

level, he did not know if there was even a tenth level but he could still refine it. 

Be it carving Seal formations or practicing his Nine Palace Laws, his training involved so many activities 

that he was extremely busy, even though he had time. Amidst all that, he still had to concoct pellets he 

used frequently, brew wine and even create more culinary dishes. 

As for the Roc form in his Nine Animals Mimicry Technique, he did not know if it could advance further 

after mastering his Seal of Roc. Heart of Roc was already at Great Perfection State, so there was barely 

any progression. It was down to luck if he wanted to reach another breakthrough for it. The same could 

be said for Roc Spreading Wings. It would be difficult to break through the current constraints of the 

skill. 

Like always, he continued practicing his Thousand Hammer Technique because he planned to create 

even god-level items. Besides, the technique was useful in battle, ever since its attack became incredibly 

powerful. He worked on his Violet Star Thunder God. As he had his Big Dipper Sword, he used his Violet 

Star Thunder God only as a practicing tool for his hammering techniques since he could not improve its 

attack capabilities. Furthermore, he hoped that doing that would help unleash Violet Star Thunder God’s 



potential power. If he was successful, he would have two powerful weapons, though he couldn’t be sure 

if that would actually happen. 

…… 

On the second day after breakfast, he received good news. Li Ji was pregnant. Qing Shui counted the 

number of days since he had helped Soulsearch recover. It was less than a month and Qing Shui didn’t 

expect this would happen so quickly. Qing Shui used his spiritual sense on Li Ji and sensed the vital signs 

of two peolpe. One was stronger and the weaker one was naturally the fetus in Li Ji’s womb. 

“Brother, Congratulations!” 

Things were already set since Qing Shui left the previous celebration. Soulsearch had decided to marry Li 

Ji even if she didn’t have his child. 

Once it was afternoon, the physician from Yao Clan arrived. Qing Shui spotted him from the fifth floor. 

That man was near middle-age. He was handsome and very reserved. While he walked with a straight 

posture, he exuded an air of cultured elegance. “Brother Soulsearch, this must be divine physician Qing. 

Let me introduce myself. I am Yao Qubing.” The man smiled faintly, in a neither servile nor overbearing 

manner. He seemed easy to get along with but he seemed a little skeptical when he looked at Qing Shui. 

“You can call me Qing Shui, Brother Yao,” Qing Shui greeted the man. 

Soulsearch gestured for them to sit. 

“I’ll just be direct. Brother Qing Shui, please don’t blame me for being straightforward here. I want to 

watch you display your medical skills. If I am satisfied, I will join Imperial Cuisine Hall.” Yao Qubing went 

straight to the point. 

“This is not a business. I’ll put it this way. You need to consider if I am worthy and I also have to test if 

you are worthy. Let’s see if we are both satisfied!” Qing Shui could tell that Yao Qubing was a little brash 

but he wasn’t unbearable. 

“Okay. I am sorry if I sounded offensive. Please pardon me.” 

“It’s alright. I understand. As long as you have the skills, it doesn’t matter even if you are ten times more 

straightforward,” Qing Shui said with a smile. 

Yao Qubing nodded, “Mr Qing, how should we test each other?” 

“Since you are my guest here today, you can start first.” Qing Shui gestured for Yao Qubing to test him 

first. 

Yao Qubing thought for awhile before he spoke, “Okay. I have been suffering from a long-term 

condition. I wonder if you could diagnose my condition and let me know if it is curable.” 

Qing Shui laughed, “Mr. Yao, you can’t you cure yourself?” 

“No,” Yao Qubing replied sheepishly. 

Many physicians face the common problem— they couldn’t treat themselves. No matter what sort of 

divine medical skills one had, one could not avoid death. 



“You have a genetic heart deformity. Your heart functions poorly as it is only ? the size of a normal 

person’s heart. You have to eat Saint’s Heart Fruit monthly to survive,” Qing Shui replied simply. 

Soulsearch could also easily diagnose Yao Qubing’s condition but had no way of treating him. He might 

have learned the acupuncture techniques from Qing Shui but he did not have Nine Yang Force, Qi of the 

and Life and Death Needles. Along with other circumstance, he could only improve that man’s condition 

by 1% to 2%. Even so, that was already considered a great talent. 

“Can you treat my condition, Mr Qing?” Yao Qubing wasn’t surprised. Since Qing Shui knew Soulsearch, 

it wasn’t weird for him to know about his condition. He was more concern about whether it was curable. 

“If I told you I could treat your condition, what do you expect?” Qing Shui asked smiling. 

“I hope that you would treat me.” 

“Why should I do that?” 

“If you do it, I will know how skillful you are. I would also be cured and I would promise to join Imperial 

Cuisine Hall,” Yao Qubing said a little eagerly. The condition must cause him quite a bit of suffering. 

“Your abilities are not good enough to be a physician here in Imperial Cuisine Hall,” Qing Shui concluded 

shaking his head. 

“But you haven’t tested me, why would you say that?” Yao Qubing asked in a daze with a changed 

expression. 

“I already tested you but sadly you failed.” Qing Shui stood up and left after he said those words. 

“Divine Physician Qing, list your conditions. What do i have to do before you would treat me?” Yao 

Qubing changed the way he called Qing Shui. 

“I want half a Medical clan. Would you be able to give me that?” Qing Shui turned to look at Yao Qubing. 

“I can’t give you that. I am nothing in my clan,” Yao Qubing answered dejected. 

“Since you are nothing there, why do you aim to come to Imperial Cuisine Hall? Do you think that by you 

coming here, you are gracing our Imperial Cuisine Hall with your presence?” Qing Shui said slowly. He 

didn’t like that man from the start. That man was someone who didn’t know his place. He could tell that 

Yao Qubing’s main aim was to receive treatment. Perhaps he might stay after that but his heart was 

with his clan. 

“Sir, please save me. I will work here for the rest of my life.” Yao Qubing kneeled down and begged. He 

knew that without treatment, Saint’s Heart Fruit could only sustain his life for less than ten years. If he 

died, it would all be over. 

Qing Shui was not used to people kneeling before him. He shifted away and looked at Yao Qubing, “You 

still have about ten years to live. If I treat your condition, you have to work here for ten years first.” 

Qing Shui won’t treat this man now, he would only do it in ten years. It was up to Yao Qubing to stay and 

believe Qing Shui’s capabilities. Yao Qubing changed his clothes into an Imperial Cuisine Hall attendance 

uniform. But he was basically a worker who could also act as a physician. 



Qing Shui didn’t have other hidden agendas. Ten years was certainly enough to mend a person’s 

attitude. This was the man’s life. Originally, he could be a normal physician and receive a salary. Now, he 

was just an attendant but he probably didn’t know how the next ten years would change his life. 

Soulsearch did not have any comments on Qing Shui’s decision. 

“Brother, do you believe that in ten years, that Medical Clan will belong to him?” Qing Shui asked 

cheerily. 

“Of course!” Soulsearch said with certainty. 

…… 

Qing Shui watched the busy, prosperous street from the fifth floor window. He didn’t know when he 

would be able to act as he pleased. He never let his guard down. Even if he wanted to help Demon Lord 

and her Demon Lord Palace, he would need to reach the level of False God. Where was the palace that 

Yiye Jiange went to? Was it in the Five continents, Western Oxhe Continent or the Three Continents? 

How powerful could Seven-headed Crystal Beast get and how powerful could Yiye Jiange become? He 

suddenly realized that it would be very difficult to meet her. As the potential in each of his women 

unfolded, he did not know how much time it would take for him to gather all of them again. 

This was a crucial ten years for him. It was also a crucial decade for his children. It was also critical for all 

the members of his Qing Clan. Would he be able to achieve everything he wanted in the next ten years? 

Knock Knock! 

Soulsearch walked in and looked at Qing Shui, “Someone is looking for you. A person from Yehuang 

clan.” 

Qing Shui was surprised to hear the words “Yehuang Clan”. It seemed like whatever he was trying to 

avoid would purposely present itself. This was faster than he expected. He nodded his head and walked 

out. He wanted to know why they had come and hopefully, they were not trying to cause any trouble for 

him. 

Translator notes: Yao Qubing could be translated loosely as “illness ridding medicine”. 

Chapter 1334 - The Birthday of Yehuang Clan’s Old Master, The Power of the Longevity Noodles 

Hearing the words ‘Yehuang Clan’, Qing Shui was a little worried. After all, they were a powerful clan 

who headed an entire country. A country in the Dancing Phoenix Continent was comparable to the size 

of one of the continents in the five continents. Most importantly, they were in the Dancing Phoenix 

Continent. 

If Yehuang Guwu hadn’t told him of her background, he wouldn’t think much of it. Therefore, he could 

only take it one step at a time now. If there was a need to, there wouldn’t be any problems for him to 

treat the people from Yehuang Clan. After all, whether or not he could cure them wasn’t something 

which he could decide. Yehuang Guwu told him not to provide treatment to the people from Yehuang 

Clan. All he need to do was to provide treatment but not allow the patient to fully recover. 



Qing Shui and Soulsearch walked out of the room and came to the hall. There were two middle-aged 

men seated in the hall on the fifth story. The two of them were on the borders of middle-age and would 

soon be considered old. 

The two of them were wearing violet robes with a print of a female phoenix or it could be one of a male 

phoenix. Qing Shui didn’t take a close look at it. A powerful aura that came from people in power and 

those of superiority came gushing forth. 

Seeing Qing Shui and Soulsearch, the two of them stood up and they broke into amiable smiles, 

“Miraculous Physician Soulsearch, this must be Miraculous Physician Qing. It’s really envious for one so 

young to have such great achievements.” 

“I don’t deserve the compliments. Yehuang Clan is the greatest clan in the Yehuang City. There are 

numerous people who are envious of the two of you.” Qing Shui smiled, walked over and signaled for 

them to take a seat. 

Tea had long been served. Yao Qubing was the one who had brought it up. 

The two of them also signaled for Qing Shui and Soulsearch to take a seat. 

“I’m Yehuang Duzui and this is my elder brother, Yehuang Duxing.” The man who spoke had a head of 

black hair but it was a little messy, as if it was swaying even though there wasn’t any wind. 

Qing Shui was stunned. Their names had a lot of character to them. In Yehuang Clan, people from 

Yehuang Guwu’s generation had the word ‘gu’ in their names, while the previous generation had the 

word ‘du’ in their names. However, Yehuang Guwu was the youngest in her generation and thus she had 

a very large age gap with the people from the ‘du’ generation. Furthermore, Yehuang Clan was a very 

big clan and had many people. 

“Good names. I wonder matter do the two of you have today?” Qing Shui smiled and asked. 

“I’ll get straight to the point. Yehuang Clan feels that Miraculous Physician Qing has great abilities and 

thus would like to cooperate with you. Don’t be in a hurry to reject, hear me out first. You can have any 

conditions you want. As long as you can name it, Yehuang Clan will do our best to fulfill them. You can 

even decide on the terms of the cooperation. Everything will be to your satisfaction,” Yehuang Duzui 

smiled and said. 

How brazen! To think that they would allow him to state any conditions he wished. It was a pity that 

Qing Shui was really not very interested in cooperation. However, since they had brought it up, he could 

have a talk with them. When the time came, before they entered into collaboration, Yehuang Clan 

would be brought into chaos by Yehuang Guwu. 

“My conditions are very simple. Help me find someone. As long as you can find this person, we’ll talk 

about cooperation. However, I’ll state this upfront. If you can’t find this person, I won’t work with you. 

Also, I’m a physician, so I won’t do things that would bring harm to others, nor will I be free for you guys 

to incite to save whoever you wish. I’ll only promise to save one person at most in a month. This number 

cannot be accumulated but since life is something to be treated with utmost care, it can occasionally be 

brought forward,” Qing Shui smiled and said. 



Qing Shui’s words caused Soulsearch to be taken aback. He had initially thought that Qing Shui would 

reject it flat out. He hadn’t expected that Qing Shui would accept it. However, Soulsearch trusted Qing 

Shui and thus didn’t say anything. 

“As long as the person is within the Dancing Phoenix Continent, I’ll be able to find the person you wish 

to find.” Yehuang Duzui said. 

“I only know that the person is in the three continents. He might not be in the Dancing Phoenix 

Continent. If it was that simple, would I state this as a condition?” 

Yehuang Duxing frowned slightly but still remained silent. 

“Oh? Who is that person? Do you have any leads? For example, his portraits, estimation of his 

whereabouts, his abilities…” 

Qing Shui took out Yan Zhongyue’s portrait and handed it over. “It’s this person. He should have become 

quite strong. You guys can work it out from here.” 

Yan Zhongyue’s portrait looked very similar to Qing Shui but it was clear that they were two different 

people. On seeing the portrait, Yehuang Duxing understood that this person really existed. It shouldn’t 

be Qing Shui randomly taking out a portrait to deliberately make things difficult for them. 

“The person in the portrait really looks similar to Miraculous Physician Qing,” Yehuang Duzui smiled and 

said. 

“In terms of blood relationship, I should call him father. But I’ve never met him before and thus I’m 

looking for him.” There were no feelings of kinship in Qing Shui’s words and others might even feel that 

they were enemies. This made the two men feel a little awkward, not knowing what they should say. 

“This is also the reason why I’m here. As long as you guys can help me locate his news and location, it’ll 

be fine.” It was rare that help came knocking on the door and it was a clan who had the abilities to help 

him search. To be able to not offend them but yet get the job done… It was basically killing two birds 

with one stone. 

“Alright, I’ll agree to Miraculous Physician Qing’s condition. But there’s someone in the Yehuang Clan 

whom we need your help with. Is it convenient now?” 

“It is!” 

Qing Shui smiled and replied. He knew that Yehuang Clan were also guests here and he didn’t have any 

other choice. A man should be able to bend and adapt to circumstances. Moreover, they were just 

making use of each other. 

“Miraculous Physician Qing, tomorrow is Old Master’s birthday and he is also the one who requires 

treatment. Would you be able to give the honor and be present tomorrow?” Yehuang Duxing smiled and 

said. 

Qing Shui nodded, “Since it’s Old Master’s birthday, then I’ll make a trip there.” 



After all, Yehuang Clan was the leading faction here and Qing Shui wasn’t strong enough to go up 

against them yet. However, he didn’t wish to slip away like a coward either. Since he was going to toy 

with them, he’d do it slowly. He felt that the Yehuang Clan wouldn’t be able to be smug for too long. 

Yehuang Duzui and Yehuang Duxing left. It was the birthday of Yehuang Clan’s Old Master tomorrow 

and he was also the one who required treatment. Qing Shui had no idea if the False God existence in the 

Yehuang Clan was this Old Master but he felt this possibility was very low. 

There was another reason why Qing Shui wanted to go. He wanted to bring up his reputation. Therefore, 

he must go and he must go with a high profile. He must let everyone know of his existence. 

… 

The next day, Qing Shui and Soulsearch didn’t head over that early and only reached Yehuang Clan 

between 11am and 1pm Many people had already gathered at the Yehuang Clan but the crowd wasn’t 

overwhelming. All the people who were here were people with high statuses. 

Yehuang Duzui and Yehuang Duxing had been on the lookout multiple times and it was only at Qing 

Shui’s appearance that he let out a sigh of relief. Everyone present knew that Yehuang Clan was waiting 

for a mysterious guest. 

Seeing Qing Shui’s appearance, Yehuang Duzui, Yehuang Duxing, as well as some other members of the 

Yehuang Clan quickly went up to welcome him. Qing Shui was holding onto a decorated plate which was 

covered with a piece of embroidered cloth and had not a hint of dust on it at all. 

Qing Shui smiled and greeted Yehuang Duzui and the others. He then walked up to the most 

conspicuous spot where the birthday person was at. A valiant looking old man sat there. However, the 

old man appeared to be of very old age and was wearing a smile. He looked just like a lofty mountain. 

Yehuang Clan’s Old Master didn’t stand up. He had the rights not to. Everyone felt that he deserved to 

be seated there and it was how things should be. The courtesy the other members of Yehuang Clan had 

shown was already giving Qing Shui respect. “Wishing Old Master everlasting longevity and fortune!” 

Qing Shui smiled and placed the decorated plate on the table before Yehuang Clan’s Old Master. 

“Miraculous Physician Qing is really a dignified person!” the old man smiled and said. 

Qing Shui knew that the old man was trying to say that he liked to put on airs. However, he didn’t think 

much of it and smiled, saying, “Compared to Old Master, I’m just like a dim light compared to the bright 

sun and moon. Earlier, there had been a few patients who were on the brink of death and thus we were 

delayed. I apologize to have kept everyone waiting.” 

“Your reputation as a benevolent physician is really true to its name. Miraculous Physician Qing, today is 

my birthday but there’s also a high possibility that it might be my last day. Are you able to extend my 

life?” The old man smiled and went straight to the point. 

Qing Shui was taken aback but still smiled and said, “I had already wished Old Master to have longevity 

and good fortune earlier. This is Longevity Noodles and can only be eaten on one’s birthday. Having one 

bowl of it each year can extend one’s lifespan by one year.” 



When Old Master Yehuang heard what Qing Shui said, he had already guessed that it was Longevity 

Noodles. However, he didn’t really believe in it. He didn’t have many days left, so he could give it a try. 

Old Master Yehuang slowly took off the cloth which was used to cover a porcelain bowl with a cover. 

The snow white and exquisite looking porcelain bowl had a lifelike image of a phoenix. On the lid, there 

was a smaller phoenix. 

The old man’s eyes lit up. Even for such an event held by the Yehuang Clan, this porcelain bowl could 

hold its stand. Of course, it was also partially because it was brought out by this young Miraculous 

Physician. 

The old man gradually opened the lid and in that instant, a warm heat came out together with a light 

fragrance. Many people were stunned. After all, there had only been a few bowls of Longevity Noodles 

which had been presented in public and there were some people who had tried it before in the Imperial 

Cuisine Hall. However, the impact they had received from it previously wasn’t as strong as it was right 

now. This was Longevity Noodles, a symbol of prestige, status and identity. 

“How fragrant!” Even Old Master Yehuang could not help but praise. 

“Miraculous Physician Qing, is this Longevity Noodles really so amazing? Why don’t you make more of 

it?” the old man asked calmly. 

“Old Master, you’ll know when you try it. If you’re able to provide me with Longevity Fish, I’ll be able to 

make more of it,” Qing Shui smiled and said casually. 

“No wonder. To think that the Longevity Fish is required.” The old man’s gaze when looking at Qing Shui 

was now very different from before. 

“How many bowls of this Longevity Noodles can one eat? It’s impossible for one to keep on eating. 

Wouldn’t that mean that if one has Longevity Fish, one would be able to extend their life endlessly? 

Furthermore, a person can only take a limited one or two Longevity Fish as it is in one lifetime. He has 

already taken it before.” 

“I only know that it can at least extend one’s life for 50 years. I’m not sure if it is still effective beyond 

this period,” Qing Shui said with certainty. 

The old man broke into a smile, nodded, picked up the Longevity Noodles and started eating. 

The old man ate very quickly and after the time taken for ten breaths, the bowl of Longevity Noodles 

was finished. He put down the bowl, as if craving for more. Then, he closed his eyes, as if he was resting. 

Many people watched on curiously and waited. They were waiting for Old Master Yehuang’s comment 

on the Longevity Noodles. Not long later, Old Master Yehhuang opened his eyes and looked at Qing 

Shui. “This is really good stuff. But I heard that you still know of other means of extending one’s life.” 

“The potential of Old Master’s body is already full and the heavenly and earthly treasures you’ve taken 

have already brought your body to its limits. For now, I don’t have any other means. This is unless I can 

attain a breakthrough in my medical skills. Don’t worry, I guarantee that I’ll definitely be able to extend 

your lifespan again within 50 years. I’ll definitely be able to attain a breakthrough in my medical skills 

within 50 years. If I’m lucky, I’ll only require 10 years and the chances are very high.” 



Qing Shui didn’t even blush when he lied. Right now, he only wanted to tie down this old man from the 

Yehuang Clan with the Longevity Noodles. He believed that with this, at the very least, Yehuang Clan 

wouldn’t do anything to him. They didn’t ask how he got his hands on Longevity Noodles. For one, they 

knew that it was impossible to rear Longevity Fish. The old man didn’t have enough time. Another thing 

was that they didn’t know how to make the Longevity Noodles either. 

Qing Shui had everything planned out the moment he saw the old man. 

Chapter 1335 - Scouting Jade Emperor Bees, Mutated Demonic Spider, Tianhe Country 

Since Qing Shui knew the old man’s condition, he had the confidence of having things within his control. 

After all, the old man’s life was within his grasp. Earlier, he was still worried that Yehuang Clan would 

threaten him. Now, he knew that it was just a false alarm. 

Unlike Qing Shui and Old Master Yehuang, everyone else was astonished. Old Master Yehuang’s words 

made it very clear. The Longevity Noodles were really effective. If that was the case, when one reached 

the end of their lifespan, they would be able to have at least an additional 50 years of lifespan if they 

were to have the Longevity Noodles. 

In their current situation, 50 years was very short but when one reached the end of their lifespan, even 

five or ten years could be said to be extravagant, let alone wanting another 50 years. This was especially 

true when one still had unfulfilled wishes at the end of their lifespan. 

Another thing was that Qing Shui had said that he would be able to attain a breakthrough in his medical 

skills within 50 years at most or possibly even within a couple of years if he was lucky. When that 

happened, he could increase one’s lifespan even further. Putting aside whether that was the truth, there 

would definitely be people from the Yehuang Clan who would try it out. Right now, what they needed to 

do was to think of ways to get into a good relationship with this Miraculous Physician. 

Qing Shui didn’t bring the Jade Steamed Bun since it had been quite a while and many people had eaten 

it before. Furthermore, there were so many people today and he didn’t have so much of it. 

Qing Shui’s aim was not to sell his buns. Selling of the buns was just a means. Therefore, it was 

impossible for him to sell it to everyone or to sell in large batches. Other than the Longevity Noodles, he 

also brought along a small vat of Plum Blossom Wine. 

The Plum Blossom Wine once again kicked up a commotion, causing wine from the Imperial Cuisine Hall 

to spread throughout the Yehuang City within a short amount of time. However, it was still impossible 

for everyone to get to try it. Qing Shui’s plan was to rake up the reputation. 

Old Master Yehuang was very happy. He hadn’t expected to be able to eat something so delicious and 

drink wine so great within his lifespan. Humans were born with the instincts for food and sex, with food 

being the most important thing. It went to show how important food was. 

“Great wine. Does the Miraculous Physician still have a lot of it?” Old Master Yehuang seemed a little 

impolite when he asked this. Asking the person who had presented a gift to see if he had a lot of it was 

as if asking for gifts from the person. 



“This wine requires too long a time to make. It is made from plum blossoms that are several thousand 

years of age and needs to be stored for several thousand years to get to this taste. It’s even harder to 

get hold of this than the Longevity Noodles.” Qing Shui didn’t say much more. 

How could Old Master Yehuang not know this? Otherwise, with his status, he wouldn’t have been so 

impolite to ask this. 

“I don’t have much but I can gift Old Master with two vats. One can get addicted on drinking too much 

of it. It’ll make it such that you won’t want to drink any other wine. Therefore, it’s better for you to drink 

less of it. After all, it’s not practical to be drinking it for your entire life.” 

“Then I shall thank the Miraculous Physician. It’s about time, let’s start the feast!” 

Everyone stood up to toast to Old Master Yehuang before they went on with their own activities. Some 

went to get closer to members of the Yehuang Clan, some pulled connections. It was also very lively 

around Qing Shui. 

However, Qing Shui didn’t appear to get too close to anyone. Neither did he make himself appear too 

distant either. Right now, he requires prestige, to build up his prestige as a Miraculous Physician. With 

that, in the future, people who wished to lay their hands on him would all have to consider his 

reputation as a Miraculous Physician. 

Qing Shui didn’t stay for long before he stood up and bade goodbye to the people from Yehuang Clan. 

The members of Yehuang Clan had tried hard to get him to stay but it was all formalities. Therefore, 

Qing Shui politely rejected them and left with Soulsearch. He couldn’t become friends with Yehuang 

Clan. 

Other than Qing Shui, there weren’t many who could leave the banquet early. Unless they had 

important things to attend to, they would stay until the banquet ended. Powerful forces would make 

the weaker forces feel overwhelmed and honored just by appearing for a short moment at the latter’s 

birthday celebrations or at the opening of their trade associations. On the contrary, when weaker forces 

were to attend the celebrations for powerful forces, they would generally stay until the very end. 

Old Master Yehuang was a Peak Martial Emperor existence. Although Qing Shui couldn’t sense his exact 

cultivation level, he knew that the Old Master wasn’t a False God cultivator. Even if there was a False 

God cultivator in the Yehuang Clan, the person wouldn’t be present. 

Qing Shui didn’t know if Old Master Yehuang’s strength was at 300,000 suns, 500,000 suns or 

somewhere in between. 

Thinking back on his own abilities, Qing Shui headed back to Qing Clan once. Right now, he had reached 

quite a high level of cultivation and most importantly, he had the identity of being a physician. With 

Qing Shui’s current abilities, it wouldn’t be much trouble for him even if he were to be dealing with a 

person who had a strength of 150,000 suns. 

… 

Time passed by quickly and another two months went by. 



Everything went on smoothly during the two months but he didn’t attain any breakthroughs. His 

demonic beasts were still improving at a terrifying rate. Another pellet had appeared in Qing Shui’s 

Dantian, which was a result of the powers he had gotten from the Golden Scaled Dragon Elephant. 

Although it wasn’t much, it was still quite a good amount. Qing Shui was in no hurry to refine it either. 

Within the past two months, what had made Qing Shui the happiest was that both the Treasure Hunting 

Pig and the Jade Emperor Queen Bee had both become Grade Three Spiritual Medicinal Beasts and the 

medicinal herbs in the Realm of the Violet Jade Immortal were also growing at a tremendous rate. Qing 

Shui didn’t look at their age but only sensed their medicinal effects. It was fine if they had a good 

medicinal effect. 

The Treasure Hunting Pig’s appearance hadn’t changed. It was still as cute as ever but its speed was now 

faster and its movements were sharper now. At the same time, the Jade Emperor Queen Bee had given 

birth to another batch of Jade Emperor Bees. However, this batch of Jade Emperor Bees were different 

from the ones before and had a strange spiritual Qi in their bodies. This gave Qing Shui the feeling that it 

should be related to the fact that the Jade Emperor Queen Bee had become a Spiritual Medicinal Beast. 

Of course, these young Jade Emperor Bees weren’t Spiritual Medicinal Beasts but they should be Spirit 

Beasts. Since then, Qing Shui had been feeding them with the Jade Emperor Queen Bee Nectar from the 

Grade Three Spiritual Medicinal Beast. Not only that, Qing Shui had also added crystal physiques into the 

Jade Emperor Queen Bee Nectar. 

The reason Qing Shui did all this wasn’t so that these young Jade Emperor Bees could become powerful 

demonic beasts but for them to become Scouting Bees. Qing Shui had always felt that he didn’t have 

enough information and he wished to let these Jade Emperor Bees spy for him, becoming his ears and 

eyes. 

This was also something which the Jade Emperor Bee had communicated to Qing Shui. At the beginning, 

Qing Shui had wanted to nurture some people to collect information for him but now, he decided to first 

see the Jade Emperor Bees’ abilities before deciding. After all, he wasn’t sure of their abilities. 

The reason Spirit Beasts were called that was because they could form divine connections and could 

understand the human language. Although they weren’t as intelligent as the humans, they had better 

potential in certain areas, for example in their scouting abilities which Scouting Bees had. 

Bee and ant type creatures lived in groups and they would be split up into categories such as soldiers, 

workers and of course, there would also be those who were scouts, in charge of getting information. 

This batch which Qing Shui was training were the scouting Jade Emperor Bees. 

He would still need some time but with the Realm of the Violet Jade Immortal, it shouldn’t take too 

long. Another thing was the Seven-Headed Demonic Dragon Spider’s subjects. He didn’t know if it was 

due to the Seven-Headed Demonic Dragon Spider’s mutation or due to other reasons… A portion of the 

Seven-Headed Demonic Dragon Spider’s subjects had gone through mutation. 

There were the Burrowing Demonic Spider, Parasitic Demonic Spiders, Venomous Demonic Spiders, 

Diamond Demonic Spiders, Lightning Demonic Spider, Tenacious Web Demonic Spider… 

Qing Shui liked these demonic spiders which had gone through the mutation. It was because he was full 

of expectations for their abilities. The Burrowing Spiders could move about with ease underground, 



launching sneak attacks. The Parasitic Demonic Spiders could quickly lay their eggs on the target, even if 

the target was made of steel. Such demonic spiders were the ones people are the most afraid of. 

The Venomous Demonic Spiders were completely pitch black with a type of black aura around their 

bodies. Their venom wouldn’t lose out to the Ten Thousand Poisonous Violet Sable and in terms of their 

numbers, they weren’t something which the Ten Thousand Poisonous Violet Sable could compare 

against. 

The Diamond Demonic Spiders were completely golden and could withstand terrifying attacks. Once the 

target was entangled by their huge spider legs and spider silk, they would be doomed. 

The Lightning Demonic Spiders could move almost as if they were teleporting if it was within close 

proximity. This was useful primarily to break the flow of the opponent’s powerful attacks. Another thing 

was that they also had relatively sharp spider legs. 

The Tenacious Web Demonic Spiders were as their names suggested, without any other specialties but 

that the spider silk they produced was extremely firm and tenacious. Compared to the spider silk of 

ordinary demonic spiders, their silk was several times of over ten times stronger. Of course, it was still a 

notch weaker when compared to the Seven-Headed Demonic Dragon Spider’s. 

These mutations were all born from the eggs laid by the Seven-Headed Demonic Dragon Spider after it 

had grown its dragon head. This was also the reason why Qing Shui had felt that it could be due to the 

Seven-Headed Demonic Dragon Spider’s mutation. Regardless, this was a good thing. 

It was also good for him to have a massive army of demonic spiders. 

The Imperial Cuisine Hall was now on track. Not only the people from the Yehuang City knew of their 

existence, even the other places in the Yehuang Country as well as those from other countries would 

come and patronize. Qing Shui’s reputation got stronger and stronger. 

Qing Shui was not afraid now. The good thing about being a physician was that there would be generally 

no one who would assassinate him. Of course, that was with the exception of those in the same trade. 

However, chances of this happening were very low. It was because those from weak powers wouldn’t be 

able to do this and those from strong ones would find ways to collaborate or get him to join them. 

Another thing was that a great physician would always want to have the protection of a similarly great 

power. For example, the Yehuang Clan was keen on working together with Qing Shui. It was a pity that 

the Yehuang Clan had yet to find any news of Yan Zhongyue. 

Qing Shui wasn’t surprised. He knew that Yan Zhongyue won’t be easy to find. One thing was that he 

didn’t know if there had been any changes to Yan Zhongyue’s appearance nor if he remembered the 

past. Therefore, Qing Shui wasn’t pinning much hope on the Yehuang Clan. 

“Elder Brother, do you know of the Divine Beast Sect?” 

Most of the time, Qing Shui would stay in the Imperial Cuisine Hall, studying about cooking when he was 

free. Of course, he would also do some other things. Li Ji was already three months pregnant and had 

started to have her quiet rest. 



“The Divine Beast Sect is the one ruling over the Divine Beast Country, a country which is even stronger 

than the Yehuang Country. The Divine Beast Sect is also a sect that’s more powerful than the Yehuang 

Clan.” Soulsearch didn’t know why Qing Shui would suddenly ask about the Divine Beast Sect. 

“Then where is the Divine Beast Country? Is it far from the Yehuang Country?” Qing Shui hadn’t 

expected that the Divine Beast Sect was so powerful. It seemed like they must really have False God 

existences. 

“They are separated by Tianhe Country.” 

“Tianhe Country?” Qing Shui felt that he had neglected some existences all this while. 

“The Tianhe Country is a unique existence. Although the area situated a little far from the capital of the 

Dancing Phoenix Continent and aren’t considered to be part of the continent’s capital boundary, no one 

can ignore their existence. I’m not very sure either but I know that the Tianhe Country is very powerful 

and not many people from the Dancing Phoenix Continent would dare to offend them.” 

“Is the Tianhe Country strong? Or is it because a certain force there is strong?” Qing Shui gave it some 

thought and asked. 

“Tianhe Country’s Tianhe City is the country’s capital. The Tianhe Clan is a clan which inherited an 

ancient legacy and it’s their legacy which kept them going on without deteriorating. There really aren’t 

many in the Dancing Phoenix Continent who can be compared with Tianhe Clan,” Soulsearch smiled and 

said. 

Tianhe Country and Yehuang Country were close to each other and the Tianhe City was also the city 

closest to the Tianhe Country. However, there would tend to be some space between each country and 

he didn’t know if the Tianhe City was also situated close to the Yehuang Country. 

Qing Shui felt that there was a need for him to get associated with different powers. With that, he 

would be able to have a stand in the continent’s capital in the future and then look for that lady from 

the Demon Lord Palace. Before that, he would still have to attain a breakthrough to the False God level. 

False God… Three years? Five years? Or ten years? How long would he need to reach that level? Yang 

Pellet… He was going to be able to refine the Yang Pellet very soon! 

Chapter 1336 - Qing Shui’s Meridians Knocking Soul Pulling, Little Wuwu, Two Ladies Out From 

Seclusion 

He should be able to refine Yang Pellets in the short term. This was a variant. Even if he wouldn’t be able 

to get tremendous benefits from Yang Pellets in the short term, there were still family and friends 

around him. As long as they would hit the requirement to be able to take the Yang Pellets, their abilities 

could increase tremendously. 

During this period of time, Qing Shui was also getting stronger. However, these things weren’t the most 

important. What that was important was for his power to be stabilized. Furthermore, Qing Shui had 

used the Life and Death Needles to reinforce himself, bringing up the level of his Nine Yang Golden 

Body. 



His Nine Yang Golden Body was already at the great perfection stage. He didn’t know if it could be 

brought up to a higher level. The Violet Golden Blood Thread in his bloodstream was now twice as thick 

as before. The power in his bloodstream had also caused Qing Shui’s abilities to be increased by a lot 

more. However, what he had gained the most was the explosive damaging power he could unleash. 

Today, Qing Shui felt that he wanted to go back to the Western Oxhe Continent to take a look. After all, 

it had been a long while since he went back to see the Eldest Princess and the others. 

Qing Shui told Soulsearch about it. Right now, despite only being under Qing Shui’s guidance for a few 

months, Soulsearch’s medical skills were no longer something which his previous level could be 

compared to. Of course, the reason he could improve so quickly was also because his Meridians 

Knocking Soul Pulling technique was so powerful. 

Soulsearch taught the Meridians Knocking Soul Pulling technique to Qing Shui. At first, Qing Shui didn’t 

want to learn it, but he was unable to reject Soulsearch’s kind intentions. A person wouldn’t feel 

troubled from being equipped with too many skills. Moreover, the Meridians Knocking Soul Pulling 

technique could extend a person’s lifespan by three days. To Qing Shui, many things could change within 

three days. 

Of course, when Qing Shui learned the Meridians Knocking Soul Pulling technique, he made a shocking 

discovery that it wasn’t as simple as what Soulsearch had told him. Diagnosis and extending one’s 

lifespan by three days was merely but the elementary phase. 

It could be because Soulsearch had been doing it all this while but Qing Shui liked to study and try new 

things. It was only after experimenting that he discovered some other abilities that came with the 

Meridians Knocking Soul Pulling. For example, when the Meridians Knocking Soul Pulling technique was 

combined with the Soul Search and the Qi of the Ancient Strengthening Technique, it could help one 

break through barriers. It was much stronger than just using the Shield Attack by itself. Furthermore, 

there wasn’t the possibility of one experiencing Qi Deviation. 

When combined with Qing Shui’s Force of Rebirth, it could awaken some of the body’s vitality and from 

there, increase one’s lifespan. 

However, all these weren’t what made Qing Shui the most astonished. He was more astonished that if 

used it with a hint of force of the Heavenly Dao, the effect would be even stronger. Ever since he 

stepped into Heavenly Dao, Qing Shui would only think of using up this bit of power in his battles. He 

hadn’t expected that when used in other areas, the effectiveness would be many times stronger. 

Tempering the body… Qing Shui spent the most time on this every day. With the Golden Scaled Dragon 

Elephant and the nameless Duo Cultivation Technique, he needed to make sure that his foundations 

were incessantly being reinforced. Only then would he be able to absorb even more abilities. 

The effectiveness was still not bad and he was quite satisfied with his current foundations. The itself was 

a body tempering technique in the first place and his Nine Yang Golden Body had reached the great 

perfection stage. He hoped that when the time comes the Yang Pellet would be able to bring him great 

benefits. 

When Soulsearch heard that Qing Shui was going to leave, he didn’t find it strange. During this period of 

time, Qing Shui would leave for eight to ten days every month and thus he was already used to it. 



When he teleported back, Yehuang Guwu was reading a book and sitting down lazily on a soft couch. 

She looked so quiet and intelligent, just like a person from a painting. When she turned and saw Qing 

Shui who had come up to her, she said, “You’re back!” 

“What are you looking at so seriously?” Qing Shui sat down next to her, wrapped his arm around her 

slender waist and sat down. 

“It’s nothing. Oh right, Ruyan and Xuan`er have already come out from their seclusion,” Yehuang Guwu 

closed up the book and said, smiling. 

“Oh, they’re out? How are they?” Qing Shui asked in great surprise. 

“Not bad. They’ve gotten a lot stronger. But if you can help them, they should be able to undergo a 

tremendous improvement.” Yehuang Guwu smiled and pushed Qing Shui down onto the soft couch, 

pressing down her wonderful figure onto Qing Shui’s body. Qing Shui immediately felt as if his blood was 

boiling. 

“Demoness!” 

Qing Shui didn’t hold back and kissed her sexy lips while his hands roamed about on her twin peaks. 

Yehuang Guwu immediately reacted back to Qing Shui, her tender little tongue entangling with Qing 

Shui’s. 

It had been two months since the previous misunderstanding. Qing Shui had came back twice during this 

period of time but they didn’t act like before. However, they would still touch and kiss each other. Qing 

Shui had wanted to tell her that they could do it but for some reason, he subconsciously held back this 

thought. 

Wait a little longer. Good things are worth waiting for. 

He buried his head into her well-rounded twin peaks through her clothes, breathing in her fragrance 

greedily. Yehuang Guwu looked at Qing Shui and her face became slightly downcast a. 

“Martial Aunt, remember what I told you. You should know about your physique. I have the Nine Yang 

Physique. Although we can do it now, please wait a little longer. For example, when I reach the False 

God realm. When that happens, I’ll definitely be able to have sex with you without any trouble.” Qing 

Shui knew that he should give her some hope and it was a very large one. 

Hearing Qing Shui’s words, Yehuang Guwu’s eyes lit up. She didn’t doubt what Qing Shui said. Moreover, 

her body was very sensitive. In their previous misunderstanding, she got to know that Qing Shui’s 

physique was unique and the heat that came from his body made her feel very comfortable. That was a 

lethal attraction. It was like the attraction between the north and south poles of magnets. 

It was also due to this reason that when Yehuang Guwu first saw Qing Shui, she did things which made 

Qing Shui feel as if she was very loose. Her physique had caused her to experience an instinctive feeling 

towards Qing Shui’s physique. However, she still didn’t dare to try for fear of bringing harm to Qing Shui. 

Therefore, no matter what Qing Shui could say, she wouldn’t believe it. 

However, she had a dream, hoping that one day, she could really become his. She felt that the chances 

were very low. Even if his physique wasn’t bad, she knew how terrifying her own physique was. 



When she heard what Qing Shui said today, she felt that she could trust it. If Qing Shui could really attain 

a breakthrough to the False God level, then it’d definitely be possible. Thinking back, she felt that her 

judgment back then had really been very good. It was because she felt that Qing Shui would become a 

False God cultivator. He just needed time. At the very least, there was some hope in this. 

“Then it’s a promise. When you become a False God cultivator, we’ll do it…” Yehuang Guwu said this, 

her head lowered. 

“Do what? Little Wuwu.” Qing Shui grinned evilly as he looked at this extremely mature lady. 

Yehuang Guwu was shocked by Qing Shui’s weirdly intimate nickname. It wasn’t because she felt that it 

was very mushy, nor was it because she was embarrassed. She felt a sort of happiness. She hadn’t 

expected for there to be a day when a young man would call her Little Wuwu so intimately. A slight flush 

appeared on her face as she looked blissfully at Qing Shui, “Qing Shui, I’m really very happy today.” 

“In the future, you’ll always be happy. I promise to make you the most blissful lady.” 

“I believe in you!” 

“Martial Aunt…” 

“I don’t like you calling me that.” Yehuang Guwu wrapped her arms around Yehuang Guwu’s neck and 

said coquettishly. 

“Little Wuwu…” 

“Too mushy. You can only call me that when there’s only the two of us.” 

“There’s only the two of us here now.” 

“Mmmm!” 

“The people from Yehuang Clan have come to look for me.” Qing Shui planned to tell this to Yehuang 

Guwu. 

“Mmm, it’s expected for them to look for you. If you really can’t reject them, then you can work 

together with them. Just don’t put in too much effort and let them enjoy it a little bit longer,” Yehuang 

Guwu looked at Qing Shui calmly and said. She didn’t want Qing Shui to be troubled. After all, Yehuang 

Clan wasn’t an existence he could afford to go up against at this moment. 

“I’m not working with them yet. I got them to do me a favor and I’ll only work with them if they manage 

to get it done. Since they want us to work together, they must show some sincerity. Therefore, they 

have no choice but to agree. Moreover, there’s still you. It won’t be long before you’ll be able to fight 

against Yehuang Clan. When the time comes, I’ll back you up,” Qing Shui said, at ease. 

“It’ll probably still take a very long time. Thankfully there’s the Tiger Form. If I achieve a higher level in 

this technique, with my increase in abilities, I should be able to just manage to be on the same standing 

as the Yehuang Clan.” Yehuang Guwu knew that it wasn’t that easy to go against a Peak Martial 

Emperor. Moreover, there was still a False God existence in the Yehuang Clan. Although the person was 

only an Early False God, it was still a False God. 



False Gods were like gods in the mortal world. It was a qualitative difference. It was said that False God 

cultivators would all have some powerful Heavenly Technique. A False God with a strength of one 

million suns could kill over 100 Peak Martial Emperors with a strength of 500,000 suns. This was the 

power of Heavenly Technique. For example, Heavenly Technique could allow one’s defense and attack 

to increase by a lot for a short period of time. It could allow one to borrow the power of the heaven and 

earth to unleash some terrifying attacks. Some False God cultivators could instantly call forth dark 

clouds in the sky, summon lightning and thunder and get those thunderbolts to collectively attack 

toward one particular location… 

False God cultivators could truly overturn rivers and oceans, condense the air and create mountains. To 

them, flattening a great mountain was also nothing difficult… 

If Yehuang Guwu wished to fight against Yehuang Clan, then she must at least reach Peak Martial 

Emperor. That would allow her to rely on the mutated Tiger Form to fight against an Early False God 

cultivator. However, it wasn’t that easy for one to make improvements and achievements in martial 

arts. Ten years or even decades were extremely short duration for cultivation. A powerful clan like the 

Yehuang Clan wasn’t that easy to eradicate. 

Therefore, Yehuang Guwu was very worried. However, all in all, she was still very happy. Things had 

been progressing in the best possible way and she should be content. Compared to before, her hopes 

had been risen by many times more. 

… 

By the time Qing Shui met up with Tantai Xuan and Yu Ruyan, it was already the next day. These two 

ladies went through a tremendous change in the charm which they exuded. It was an aura of a powerful 

expert and had a slightly sharp feeling. Qing Shui knew that this was due to the fact that they had yet to 

master their newly gained power. It would all be fine after some time. When the time came, they would 

experience a slight change in the charm they exuded and wouldn’t let others feel as if they were making 

a showy display of their powers. 

Having not met Qing Shui for several months, Yu Ruyan ran up to him and hugged him tightly. Even Qing 

Shui could sense her yearning for him. He missed Yu Ruyan a lot as well and only let go of her after a 

short while had passed. Yu Ruyan smiled and walked over to Tantai Xuan, looked at her and said, “Do 

you want to hug him as well? He belongs to you now too.” 

“I don’t care for that!” After all, Tantai Xuan hadn’t had much close contact with Qing Shui and was still 

very much reserved. She felt very anxious. If it was any other thing, she wouldn’t feel this anxious. 

However, she would feel very frantic toward a relationship between man and woman. She would feel 

anxiety, anticipation and a bit at a loss. 

Chapter 1337 - Powerful Physique, Nv`Er Hong, the powerful Double Portion Medication! 

Qing Shui immediately understood Tantai Xuan’s thoughts after seeing her expression. Even though he 

didn’t understand all of it, at least he was able to interpret some of them. Hence, he approached her 

with a smile and held both of her hands and looked at her. 

Both Qing Shui and Tantai Xuan tried to avoid eye contact with each other the moment they met. 

However, Qing Shui still placed both of his hands onto her back and embraced her. Such a posture made 



her soft breasts become more supple and erect. The curve and protrusion made one’s blood race. It was 

especially attractive to the eye. 

Qing Shui was enthusiastically petting her body, causing Tantai Xuan to no longer be able to calm herself 

down. She was someone who had seen the scene of what Qing Shui and Yu Ruyan were doing when 

they were both together before. Now, those scenes were yet again madly resurfacing in her mind again. 

Particularly at this moment when Qing Shui’s hand was right in front of her chest. This made her feel 

extremely nervous, so much so that she started feeling numb. It was a very hot feeling, like she was 

itching. In her brain was a scene where Qing Shui was suckling on Yu Ruyan’s soft breasts. 

Qing Shui knew that he mustn’t make her feel embarrassed. He hugged her and kissed her earlobes with 

his lips. However, this action of his only made Tantai Xuan shiver more. She embraced him back tightly 

and stopped him from moving randomly. 

“Xuan`Er, have you missed me?” Qing Shui really enjoyed teasing the woman who kept on insisting that 

she didn’t like him. 

“No, I won’t miss you,” Tantai Xuan hugged Qing Shui and said in a playful tone. 

Actually, she didn’t know how different the tone she was speaking now compared to before. Even Qing 

Shui himself was shocked by it. Could it be that her entire personality had changed from secluding 

herself just once? 

Despite this, Qing Shui still thought about one possibility. Which was at the moment of her 

breakthrough, she came to comprehend a lot of things. For example, the relationship between herself 

and him. It was just that he also wasn’t clear on the exact way she looked at the relationship between 

them. 

“Then who do you miss?” Qing Shui smiled and continued teasing her. 

“I don’t miss anyone.” 

“So it is me who has thought too much. I have been missing that person every single day but she doesn’t 

seem to miss me back at all.” Qing Shui blew out some air near her ear. 

“You are nothing but a pervert. As if you will miss me.” At the moment when Tantai Xuan heard what 

Qing Shui said, she still felt really happy. Regardless of whether his word were true or not, she was still 

willing to listen to them. This was how a girl who was in her first relationship would think. 

Qing Shui never expected this woman to still be so biased against him. It seemed like he would still need 

to slowly change her. But the fact that she was able to allow him to hug her meant that she was already 

starting to accept herself or perhaps, starting to accept him too. 

“You are right. I may be a pervert. But men were originally born to be perverts. This is the nature of 

humans. If they weren’t horny, how would you expect them to reproduce? Besides, which couples who 

love each other wouldn’t do dirty stuff?” Qing Shui smiled softly. 

“Thick-faced, crooked logic.” Tantai Xuan smiled as she spoke. 



Qing Shui smiled and gently let her go. After that, he grabbed her hand with one of his hands and Yu 

Ruyan’s hand with the other. Together, they advanced their way towards the bamboo building. Yehuang 

Guwu was already in there. Prior to this, Qing Shui was at the beach with the two girls. 

The two girls wanted to break free from Qing Shui’s hands which were holding them tightly. But because 

Qing Shui kept their hands really close to himself, they couldn’t do anything but let him continue holding 

them. Upon seeing Yehuang Guwu, Tantai Xuan smiled and said, “Master!” 

“Are you happy?” Yehuang Guwu smiled and asked. She went up to them and similarly held onto Yu 

Ruyan’s hand with one of her hands and Tantai Xuan’s with the other. Like this, the four had formed a 

circle holding onto each other’s hands. 

“We are going to let Qing Shui make us something delicious today. Let’s have an enjoyable dinner 

together and drink some alcohol.” Yehuang Guwu made a suggestion. 

“Yes, today is master’s birthday,” Tantai Xuan said with a smile. 

Qing Shui was stunned and looked at Yehuang Guwu. Only now did he realize that other than the 

birthdays of his children and mother, he had not the slightest idea of when other people’s birthdays 

were. There’s no need to suspect whether he loved them or not. He wondered why, in the past, he had 

never thought about celebrating birthdays for them? 

Qing Shui made three portions of Longevity Noodles. Even though Tantai Xuan and Yu Ruyan weren’t 

having their birthday, he also made plenty of other stuff. It was a very sumptuous dinner. He took out 

the best Nv`Er Hong (chinese wine). The moment when the girls realized that it was Nv`Er Hong, they 

blushed. 

Between men and women, only a husband and wife would have Nv`Er Hong together. Of course, two 

great masters could drink together, so could two women. But for a man and a woman to drink it 

together, it would mean they were husband and wife, particularly in this kind of situation. This was 

actually an unspoken rule. 

And now, seeing that Qing Shui was having Nv`Er Hong with the three girls, no words had to be said 

about what he meant by it. Actually, the two girls were also aware that both Qing Shui and Yehuang 

Guwu also shared a unique relationship with each other. However, Tantai Xuan was someone who was 

aware of Yehuang Guwu’s secret. Though by the name of it, Tantai Xuan and Yehuang Guwu shared a 

master disciple relation, they were actually more like sisters to each other. They might be even closer 

than blood-related sisters. Now, Yu Ruyan had joined them. 

Yehuang Guwu had long since expected a day like this to come. Hence, since the beginning, she had 

already treated Yu Ruyan like a sister of her own. It was not that she was someone who planned 

meticulously, it was just that things had developed and events had taken such a turn. Before doing 

anything, one would have to first take a peek into their heart. 

Tantai Xuan would also feel really happy when she saw Yehuang Guwu happy. If Yehuang Guwu could 

really be Qing Shui’s wife, she would feel even happier than when herself and Qing Shui turned into 

husband and wife. She knew that Yu Ruyan wasn’t Qing Shui’s only women. Hence, since she was going 

to commit herself to him, she wouldn’t mind having her master join as well. This way, they would be 



able to stick together forever. Sisters being able to stay together was also a sort of happiness that 

couldn’t be described in words. 

“Sister Yan, let’s toast for Sister Wu. We will forever be good sisters,” Tantai Xuan grabbed on Yu 

Ruyan’s hand and said with a smile. 

With this word, things had been made very clear. Both Tantai Xuan and Yu Ruyan looked at Yehuang 

Guwu with a smile. 

Yehuang Guwu shot a gaze at Qing Shui. But Qing Shui only smiled and remained silent. Despite this, he 

was still trying to motivate her with his eyes. By now, both him and Yehuang Guwu were almost no 

different from husband and wife. But if she happened to really hold up her wine cup, it would mean that 

she had confirmed her status. 

Yehuang Guwu held up her wine cup, “Ruyan, Xuan`Er, we will forever be sisters!” 

After the three finished drinking their wine, Qing Shui also spent some time drinking alone with Yehuang 

Guwu before doing the same with Tantai Xuan and Yu Ruyan. Just like this, eating and drinking, half a 

day had passed. They talked about a lot of stuff and from then, they become even closer with each 

other. 

In the afternoon, Qing Shui started performing Constitution Nurturing on the two girls. The two girls 

who broke through could also use the One-Yang Pill and Two-Yang Pill. Prior to this, the two girls had 

already achieved the State Master Grade. The condition to consume One-Yang Pill was also that the 

person taking in the pill must have strength above that of a Grade One State Master. 

Ever since the two girls came out from their seclusion, they had already achieved strength equal to 

Grade Two State Masters. With the combination of Qing Shui’s Constitution Nurturing, Meridians 

Knocking Soul Pulling as well as Shield Attack, it aided the girls to immediately break through the 

toughest stage of achieving one Sun of strength. Most importantly, the foundation of the two girls 

received a significant boost. This was the largest effect of Constitution Nurturing, it could help make the 

two girls’ pace of improving their strength increase by a few or possibly even ten times. 

Taking in both the One-Yang Pill and Two-Yang Pill could immediately help raise their strength up to five 

sun. Only one One-Yang Pill and Two-Yang Pill could be taken per year. Furthermore, a person could very 

likely only take at maximum ten of each of all the varieties of the Yang Pills. Hence, Qing Shui was really 

looking forward to refining Three-Yang Pills and the pills which came after that. This way, it would be 

very easy for Qing Shui to accomodate the people around him. 

Yehuang Guwu had also used it. Even though to Yehuang Guwu, three sun of strength wasn’t really 

worth anything. But despite how small a mosquito was, it still had flesh. Let alone Qing Shui was going 

to be able to refine them very soon. By then, he would no longer run short of them. For pills like the 

One-Yang and Two-Yang Pills, they didn’t only do things as simple as merely helping to boost strength. It 

could also help raise some of the consumer’s body physique. This was the ability of good medicinal pills. 

But after Yehuang Guwu used it, she realized that the One-Yang pill actually increased her strength by 

two sun. After that, she consumed the Two-Yang Pill only to realize that the amount of strength 

increased was worth four sun. After thinking for a while, the only assumption Qing Shui could come up 

with was that this had to do with her body physique. 



It was likely that her body belonged to the cold-attribute. She needed this kind of Yang Force more than 

anyone else. Hence, upon absorbing them, she could achieve twice the effect with only half the work. 

How about if it was higher grades of Yang Pill? Now, Qing Shui really wanted to know if Three-Yang Pill 

would really increase strength by three sun. How about Four-Yang Pill? Normally, an unforeseen event 

would occur with Four-Yang Pill. For all he knew, he might end up increasing his strength by more than 

four sun. 

Qing Shui felt that the possibility was very large. Or else, the Nine Yang Pharmacopoeia could work as 

well. 

“Qing Shui, do you have even higher grades of Yang Pill?? Yehuang Guwu looked at Qing Shui in shock. 

“I do, it’s just that I haven’t refined them. I am not sure whether I will be able to succeed in refining 

them. There is a limitation in amount to which I can make these things.” 

“I have a medical prescription here which will definitely pique your interest,” Yehuang Guwu said after 

thinking a bit. 

“Oh, what medical prescription?” Even though Qing Shui was happy, he didn’t feel all that happy. 

Usually, things such as medical prescriptions weren’t that appealing to him. 

“You don’t seem to be excited. The medical prescription is used to make dowries. Seeing that you seem 

not to like it, I think I will just keep it for myself!” Yehuang Guwu pouted and smiled. 

Especially when a mature and charming woman showed this kind of expression, it would give people the 

urge to commit crimes. Qing Shui held her hand and immediately slapped her well-rounded butt. A 

sharp and clear noise came through. Even though it wasn’t painful, it made Yehuang Guwu feel 

extremely embarrassed. 

The reason being that both Tantai Xuan and Yu Ruyan were present. 

The two girls on the other hand, were laughing very happily. There was even a bright luster in their eyes. 

This was the first time they saw this demonically beautiful woman at an disadvantage. Even Yu Ruyan 

felt insignificant in front of Yehuang Guwu. Her mature charm and beauty could only cause Yu Ruyan to 

sigh at her own inferiority. 

In Tantai Xuan’s and Yu Ruyan’s perspective, Yehuang Guwu was always the proud and elegant woman 

no matter whom she stood in front of. But to their surprise, it only took such a short while for them to 

spectate a scene where she got slapped on the ass by a man. 

“You damned brat, leave some face for me when you are in front of them……” Yehuang Guwu rolled her 

eyes at Qing Shui. 

“We are a family now. Here, hand over the medical prescription to your husband to let him analyze it.” 

Qing Shui stretched out his head and kissed her cheek. 

Yehuang Guwu quickly gave Qing Shui the medical prescription. After that, she stepped back. She was 

well aware that any reasoning was absolutely unnecessary between him and her. She could only 

embarrass herself even more and make a joke out of herself in front of the two girls. In actuality, she 



wasn’t afraid of letting the girls see her, they were already sisters, what else could they not share 

between each other? 

Qing Shui took it over with a smile. He was stunned upon seeing it. The paper of the medical 

prescription was very weird. It should be something which was passed down from a long time ago. It 

looked very old yet there wasn’t even the slightest scratch on it. The name of the medical prescription 

was also really bizarre. 

Double Portion Medication!! 

Qing Shui looked towards the medicinal herbs on the medical prescription only to notice that he didn’t 

actually need very precious herbs. It was just that they came in a lot of varieties. Not only that but the 

majority of them were those which helped to unlock one’s potential. One of them was the Single Taste 

Constitution Origin Herb. It was also one of the most precious ones among them. Nevertheless, Qing 

Shui had this herb in his realm. The herb was also already very old in terms of its years. They were the 

herbs which was planted a long, long time ago. Now, the herb was already very huge. In fact, he was 

starting to get upset with the uses of these herbs. Only a little of them was used when he was refining 

Constitution Nurturing Pill and Tiger Bone Soup. 

Who would have thought for things to take such a good turn? These herbs were finally useful. In fact, it 

was the herb with the most efficient use. The reason being that he saw the effect of the medical 

prescription. 

Effect: Reduce the resistance against medicinal pills by half. 

That would mean that he could consume more effect via medicinal pills than before. For example, prior 

to this, he was only able to consume ten One-Yang Pill. Now, after the calculations, it basically meant 

that he could consume twenty of them. He used to only be able to take in one per year. Now, he could 

take two per year. 
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Insanely powerful! 

This was the feeling Qing Shui had when he saw the effect of Double Portion Medication. He could right 

away use double the amount of medicinal pills. This was essentially doubling the medicinal effect. Just 

how powerful was this ability? 

When Yehuang Guwu saw Qing Shui’s expression, she smiled slightly… She knew it wasn’t easy to refine 

the medicine, but everyone would feel incomparably happy upon seeing it. The reason why she had 

given it to Qing Shui was due to instinct, after finding out Qing Shui was a doctor and an alchemist. He 

was the only option she had who she could give it to. 

“Little Wuwu, this dowry of yours is indeed really valuable. You are indeed your husband’s good luck 

charm.” Qing Shui said happily. 

Yehuang Guwu never expected for Qing Shui to call her out so flirtatiously right in front of Tantai Xuan 

and Yehuang Guwu. She might have been elegant and mature like a demoness, but for a moment, her 

face also blushed like the setting sun. In the past, it had always been her teasing others. Who would 



have thought a day would come when she was teased instead? Other than feeling embarrassed, she 

somehow also felt sweet deep inside her body. 

“Little Wuwu…… Dowry…… Husband……” 

Similarly, the two girls were stunned for a long time and remained quiet. Eventually, they turned around 

and looked at Qing Shui before moving their sight towards the already slightly embarrassed Yehuang 

Guwu and laughing. It was a clear and charming laugh. It somehow also sounded a bit flirtish, making 

Yehuang Guwu feel an even greater urge to run away. 

Qing Shui rubbed his nose. Prior to this, it was mainly because he was too happy. When a person 

becomes proud of themself, they would find themselves very easily misbehaving. As he looked at the 

two girls’ straightforward laughs, he also followed along and laughed. Both Tantai Xuan and Yu Ruyan 

had never laughed like this before. It was also rare to see them laughing with their actual voices. 

“Two damned girls, are you girls done laughing? If you two continue to laugh, I am going to say 

something which you two will definitely love to hear.” Yehuang Guwu was already feeling extremely 

embarrassed about being laughed at by the two girls. 

“Alright, we won’t laugh, we won’t laugh.” 

The two girls might have said that they would stop laughing, but from time to time, they would still let 

out giggling noises. 

“Little Xuanxuan, Little Yanyan, is it that funny?” In order to alleviate the atmosphere, Qing Shui 

immediately called out to the two girls and put his hands around both of their waists. His face was still 

quite thick, especially as these were his women. 

At the moment when he called them that, the two girls also felt somewhat corny. They rolled their eyes 

at Qing Shui and stopped laughing. 

“Qing Shui, is this medical prescription of use?” Yehuang Guwu asked calmly, retaining her usual 

attitude. 

“Yes, not only so, they can be refined within half a day.” Qing Shui felt particularly excited when he 

talked about this. This way, even his own strength would rise a little. Not only that, everyone around 

him would also become stronger. 

“Oh, really?” Yehuang Guwu as well as the two girls asked in shock. 

“Of course. I am going to stay here for a few days. After that, I will refine medicinal pills and 

conveniently also refine One-Yang and Two-Yang Pills. If possible, I hope I will be able to make Three-

Yang Pills.”Qing Shui said with confidence. 

Qing Shui didn’t waste any time and refined the Double Portion Medicinal Pills. It’s just that he didn’t 

know if he could refine the Yang Pills. Other than that, the Double Portion Medication was only aimed at 

particularly medical substances. He didn’t know if it would have the same effect on other food. Upon 

taking in one medicinal pill made from the Double Portion Medication, could he only raise one particular 

type of medical substance or could he temporarily do the same for all kinds of medicines? 



After thinking for a while, Qing Shui smiled. It seemed that this question wasn’t something to be 

considered now. By the time he refined it, everything would become clear. He never expected for 

Yehuang Guwu to shock him several times. Each time it happened, the benefits brought along were also 

immeasurable. 

…… 

Seeing as it wasn’t too late, Qing Shui entered the realm and refined his magic weapons. Only then did 

he start to refine the Double Portion Medication. In the future, he would need an unusually huge 

quantity of this kind of pills. Hence, he would need to store a huge amount of them. 

Qing Shui arranged the medicinal herbs which he needed and began refining them one by one. The 

herbs needed for Double Portion Medication were all already in the Realm of Violet Jade Immortal. In 

fact. the storage capacity within the realm could already be described with the word terrifying. 

As for the Spirit Concentrating Pill which helped to raise the effect of cultivating, Qing Shui had already 

stored a lot. Furthermore, they were all six times Spirit Concentrating Pills. These were considered of top 

quality among the medical prescriptions for Spirit Concentrating pill. He only found out there were even 

higher grades of Spirit Concentrating Pill’s medical prescriptions when he arrived in Western Oxhe 

Continent. 

The time to refine it also wasn’t that long. Within an hour, he has already done. Maybe it was because 

the quality of the medicinal pills could only considered to be decent. Most importantly, it should be 

because the effect was quite unique. 

Qing Shui was stunned upon opening the Golden Flint Iron Cauldron. Almost thirty snow white colored 

medicinal pills the size of a thumb were inside. They gave out a sort of extremely faint sweet scent. They 

weren’t really considered good to smell, but certainly, they didn’t smell bad either. 

Qing Shui quickly moved his sight towards these medicinal pills. He felt quite excited. 

Double Portion Medication! 

What a name!. Despite it being such a powerful medicinal pill, its name didn’t sound dominant at all. 

The name was just a decoration; the most important feature was its medicinal effect. 

Effect: It can help reduce half the resistance to medicines and increase the amount of medicinal pills the 

user can take by one fold. 

Ways to use: Consume the Double Portion Medicinal Pill along with the medicinal pills together. At least 

fifteen minutes are needed before the user can consume another one. Each of the Double Portion 

Medicinal Pill can temporarily work on a lot of medicinal pills of the same type. 

Qing Shui was already content. He quickly took out the Great Revitalizing Pill and a Double Portion 

Medicinal Pill and took them down together. Very quickly, the effect started. Compared to before, its 

effect was even stronger. The Great Revitalizing Pill he ate now had all been upgraded by crystals 

before. 



After confirming the effects of Double Portion Medicinal Pill, Qing Shui immediately began to refine 

them. One stove per hour. As time passed, he became more used to it. He managed to reduce the time 

to forty-five minutes, saving fifteen minutes. 

Qing Shui felt unusually delighted seeing the Double Portion Medicinal Pills which had already been 

contained in a lot of bottles. To other people, these medicinal pills could cost a few cities. Take, for 

example, a medicinal pill which could help increase twenty years of life. If everyone could only use one 

of them, and given they had the Double Portion Medicinal Pill, they would immediately be able to take 

in one more and gain yet another twenty years of life. To a person at the point of death, even one year 

of life was already an extravagant hope. Particularly at the moment when they didn’t feel like dying and 

the time when they had things which they were yet to be able to let go of, these pills would be 

priceless…… 

The medicinal pills which he used to not dare to even think about had now been accumulated in quite a 

huge quantity. The happiness which he felt in his heart was no longer something to be talked about. He 

continued refining them for about a month. In the middle of the process, other than sleeping and 

refining his magic weapons, he only cultivated for a short period of time. 

Qing Shui only started to focus on the medicine refining process of the One Yang Pill after he rested. 

Qing Shui remembered the Yang Pills’ prescriptions from the Nine Yang Pharmacopoeia very clearly. 

Despite this, he still looked through it a number of times. Only after that did he start preparing for it. 

Quite a lot of stuff was needed to refine Yang Pills. It’s just that it couldn’t be compared to the medicinal 

herbs needed for the Double Portion Medication. However, the medicinal herbs needed for Yang Pills 

were also increasing. 

Qing Shui was planting them. At the moment, Qing Shui had two Spiritual Medicinal Beasts, and to the 

current realm, it was already considered enough. Of course, it would be even better if he could have 

more of them. 

He still felt slightly agitated refining the One-Yang Pill. Once a person reached Grade One State Master, 

they would be able to take in the Yang Pill and improve their strength very quickly. Back then in the 

treasury, when he first discovered the One-Yang Pills and Two-Yang Pills, they were almost gone. 

He still added in Golden Snake Grass for his refining process this time. In any case, he already had a lot 

of the grass within the realm. By the time he was really adapted to refining it, he would abandon the 

Golden Snake Grass. After all, it was also a very precious item. In the future, he would still have a lot of it 

when he needed to use it. 

This time, the refining process also went very smoothly. At the moment when Qing Shui heard the clear 

and loud noise, he felt as if he had heard the most beautiful melody in the world. He had only used less 

than an hour to refine the One-Yang Pill. 

Qing Shui very enthusiastically opened up the Golden Flint Iron Cauldron. This time, there were two of 

them. Qing Shui didn’t really feel that disappointed. He was already very happy with the fact that he 

could refine two of them. In fact, even if he only received one, he would have felt really happy. He was 

aware that it’s impossible for it to come out in large quantity. With how precious the One-Yang Pill was, 



it was impossible for such huge quantities to be refined. Having two was already more than what he 

originally expected to get. 

Its effect still remained the same. Just like this, Qing Shui continued to refine it until he approached the 

time for him to leave the realm. He had already accumulated quite a lot of One-Yang Pill. He didn’t 

refine any Two-Yang Pills. He planned to only do so tomorrow and conveniently also attempt to refine 

Three-Yang Pills. 

According to the current realm, it shouldn’t be a problem to refine Three-Yang Pills with the medicinal 

effect of herbs like Yang Grass. Refining the Four-Yang Pills would be a somewhat tougher task. 

Nevertheless, Qing Shui was also already quite close to it. With the Flower of Life and Third Grade 

Spiritual Medicinal Beast, as well as the time ratio he had in the realm, this wasn’t really a problem. 

By the time he came out of the realm, it was already night time. They didn’t feel weird seeing Qing Shui 

reappear again. They knew that Qing Shui was hiding some secrets with him, but who didn’t have 

secrets of his own? 

The three girls were having an intimate conversation with each other. Qing Shui was aware that, during 

this time, they must have had quite a lot of discussions about him. Afterall, prior to this, he was already 

considered to have confirmed the relationship with them. 

Seeing Qing Suih coming in, Yu Ruyan stood up, “I am going to take out the dishes.” 

“Let’s go together.” Tantai Xuan also stood up and grabbed on Yu Ruyan’s hands before going together 

to the kitchen. Yehuang Guwu didn’t go. Instead, she stood there and looked at Qing Shui with a weird 

look. 

“What’s wrong? Why are you looking at me like this?” Qing Shui touched his face. 

“I am curious to know what’s so good about you. Why are both Ruyan and Xuan`er so obsessed with 

you?” 

“You want to know?” Qing Shui smiled. This question wasn’t really a question. Besides, she was also one 

of them. She could have asked about it herself. 

“I do.” Yehuang Guwu said with a smile. 

“Actually, there’s nothing much really. It’s just that I am really good at doing that thing.” Qing Shui let 

out a gentle laugh by her ear. Simultaneously, he also acted on it and let her feel a certain body part of 

his. 

Pu-chi! 

The woman laughed. She embraced Qing Shui’s neck, “You’re right about this. On that day, I witnessed 

you doing that with Ruyan. You should be really good at it. I am going to ask Ruyan a bit later to see if 

you are really that good.” 

Qing Shui revealed a helpless smile. When this demoness started acting all gangster-like, even he was 

unable to control her. 



“You would be better off not asking. You will know in the future. I will definitely make you feel so good 

that you’ll feel as if you are almost dying.” Qing Shui said, biting her earlobes. 

“I am waiting for that day.” Yehuang Guwu said charmingly by Qing Shui’s ear. 

Both Yu Ruyan and Tantai Xuan were coming out holding the dishes. Yehuang Guwu had also long since 

pushed away Qing Shui and made her ways towards the kitchen. 

Yehuang Guwu left immediately after she finished her meal. According to her, it was because she was 

feeling tired. Similarly, Tantai Xuan also stood up and attached herself to Yehuang Guwu’s arm and left. 

“Ruyan, I am sleeping with Xuan`Er tonight. You must sleep with me tomorrow.” 

Yu Ruyan blushed slightly. She was looking at both Yehuang Guwu and Tantai Xuan, who had finished 

speaking and left. Tantai Xuan almost ran outside. It’s only after that did Yu Ruyan settle down, with her 

eyes on Qing Shui. 
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Qing Shui didn’t think much of it and met Yu Ruyan’s gaze. Yu Ruyan turned away, blushing. The period 

of time they had been in seclusion was neither long nor short, but she realized that she had missed him 

a lot. This time around, the feeling was especially strong. However, she was a traditional and reserved 

lady. Even though she had already become Qing Shui’s wife and had made intimate contact with him on 

many occasions, she still couldn’t get used to it. 

Looking at Yu Ruyan, whose grace wouldn’t lose out to Mingyue Gelou and who was a mature and 

dignified lady, Qing Shui’s heart ran wild. Yu Ruyan’s beauty was one that was mature, poised, 

intelligent, and refined. Compared to the past, she was the most beautiful dignified lady. 

Qing Shui smiled and went over to take a seat. He could even sense that her heart was beating very 

quickly. This made him feel overwhelmed with emotions as well. When both hearts beat extremely 

quickly, it meant that they were having feelings of anticipation, like becoming intimate with each other. 

Qing Shui hadn’t expected that this lady was truly very in love with him. However, she was too reserved 

and no matter how much she yearned for it, she wouldn’t take the initiative. She was afraid that she 

might appear too loose, especially if Qing Shui thought so. 

“Ruyan!” Qing Shui took her hand and sat next to her. 

“Mmm!” Yu Ruyan lifted her head and looked at Qing Shui. Her face was slightly flushed and there was a 

layer of mist over her eyes. 

Qing Shui had wanted to say something, but there was no need to say anymore. He carried her up and 

smiled, murmuring at her face, “Are you very hungry?” 

“Ahhh!” Yu Ruyan cried out in embarrassment and buried her face into Qing Shui’s neck, unwilling to lift 

it up. 

“We’ve already been husband and wife for so long. Why are you still so embarrassed?” Qing Shui 

realized that each time he was with Yu Ruyan, it felt as if it was their first time meeting. This feeling was 

very amazing, and each time was full of anticipation. He realized that even his heartbeat was becoming a 

little fast. 



… 

After many rounds, it was already late into the night. Yu Ruyan lay lazily on Qing Shui’s chest, her face 

wearing a satisfied expression. It was a beauty which would only be shown on a woman’s face after she 

was satisfied. She looked at Qing Shui lovingly. 

“Ruyan, your cries earlier sounded so nice.” Qing Shui’s two hands were stroking her well-rounded and 

perky butt. 

“If you say anymore, I won’t cry out in the future…” 

“Will you be able to hold it in?” Qing Shui smiled and then his body pushed upward a few times. 

“Mmm…” 

After another round, Yu Ruyan curled up in Qing Shui’s embrace like a little kitten, her body limp like 

water and her eyes in a daze, “You’re a beast…” 

Qing Shui smiled happily, “Ruyan, let me tell you a joke.” 

“Okay!” Yu Ruyan enjoyed the quiet moment she was having with Qing Shui. 

“There was a woman who slept on the same bed as a man. The woman drew a line in the middle and 

said that if the man crossed the line, then he was a beast. In the end, the man didn’t cross the line 

throughout the night but just slept quietly. The next day, the woman slapped the man and said, ‘You’re 

worse than a beast!’ 

“Ruyan, do you think it’s better for me to be a beast or to be worse than a beast?” 

“To be a beast!” Yu Ruyan hugged Qing Shui and whispered softly next to his ears. Although Yu Ruyan 

was reserved, there were still times when she would let herself loose and joke around with Qing Shui, 

causing Qing Shui’s chaotic heart to feel a sense of satisfaction. 

“Qing Shui, I want to tell you something.” 

“Oh? What is it?” Qing Shui saw that Yu Ruyan’s expression was a little strange. 

“You’re actually my first man.” 

After hearing this, Qing Shui was stunned and he looked at her in a daze. Qing Shui liked her a lot, and in 

addition, he had met her quite late in her life. Therefore, he didn’t mind her past. However, all men 

would hope that they would be their woman’s only man. Even if it was otherwise, he was satisfied as 

long as they were in love at the moment. However, when Qing Shui heard this, he was still quite 

astonished. 

When they first had sex in the White Jade Milky Pond, although he had felt that her body was very tight, 

due to the unique situation back then, it would be hard to notice any traces of blood. Moreover, for 

some women, even if they didn’t bleed or even if that layer couldn’t be felt, they were still virgins. 

It was no wonder he had always felt that she didn’t feel like a woman who had given birth before. 

However, what about her husband and daughter? 



Although Qing Shui didn’t know the details, everything made sense when she said that he was her first 

man. There wasn’t a need to ask further. Moreover, there wasn’t a need to doubt if what she said was 

the truth. 

“I like you as you are. It’s just like how it is for Gelou. I can only blame myself for having met her too 

late. However, I’m already very happy that the gods can let her appear in my life. Qing Shui said very 

seriously. 

“I know. I didn’t want to tell you before. I was scared that Lingshuang wouldn’t be able to take it.” 

“Then don’t ever tell her. Lingshuang isn’t like before. She now has her own family and kids, and her 

priorities are different. There’s no need to worry about her. Rather, I should be worried about you.” 

Qing Shui smiled and looked at her. 

“Qing Shui, I want a child. I want your child.” Yu Ruyan’s upright nose rubbed against Qing Shui’s. 

“Alright, then let’s start now.” 

… 

The next day, Qing Shui didn’t wake up early. When he appeared together with Yu Ruyan, both Yehuang 

Guwu and Tantai Xuan smiled and looked at Yu Ruyan. Looking at an embarrassed lady was also a kind 

of enjoyment. 

“Alright, let’s have breakfast. I’ve refined both the Double Portion Medication and the One-Yang Pill. I 

also have other medicinal pills here. Later on, you guys can try them out.” Qing Shui tried to change the 

topic. 

Hearing what Qing Shui said caused the few ladies to be quite surprised. After all, they hadn’t seen Qing 

Shui do any alchemy, and he had even been in the room with Yu Ruyan the entirety of last night. They 

knew that Qing Shui had his secrets, and thus, even though they were surprised, it was a gleeful 

surprise. 

After breakfast, Qing Shui had initially planned on conducting alchemy back in the Realm of the Violet 

Jade Immortal. However, he couldn’t feel at ease and thus decided to stay and watch as they took the 

medicinal pills. 

Qing Shui gave each of them over a hundred Double Portion Medications and a sufficient amount of 

One-Yang Pills. He watched as they used the One-Yang Pill once as well. Both Yu Ruyan’s and Tantai 

Xuan’s abilities improved tremendously. For Yehuang Guwu, although the One-Yang Pills could increase 

her strength by two sun, the increase was too little for the current her. 

Then, Qing Shui got them to take some other medicinal pills as well. However, they reached the limit 

even though they hadn’t taken much. Even if a person wasn’t taking the same type of medicinal pills, it 

wouldn’t be much. Qing Shui left quite a bit of the medicinal pills which they would need. Then, seeing 

that half the day was almost gone, he didn’t waste any more time and went straight back to his room, 

entering the Realm of the Violet Jade Immortal. 

Qing Shui tempered his treasures before starting to cultivate. It was only then did he began preparations 

to refine the Two-Yang Pills and Three-Yang Pills. This time around, he wanted to at least refine the 



Three-Yang Pills successfully. As for the Four-Yang Pills, Qing Shui didn’t hold much hope. According to 

the Nine Yang Pharmacopoeia, there was a demarcation between the Three-Yang Pills and the Four-

Yang Pill. The requirement for medicinal herbs would be much higher, and so would the requirements of 

the alchemist. There would be a demarcation after every three grades. It was also said that the later 

Yang Pills would be at least double as effective as the ones in front. 

Very quickly, Qing Shui immersed himself into his alchemy. He refined the Two-Yang Pills very quickly, 

taking only about two hours, producing two of them. Compared to when he was refining the One-Yang 

Pills, the time taken had doubled, but he still managed to refine it successfully. Of course, Qing Shui had 

also added the Golden Snake Grass. 

Right now, Qing Shui could refine the One-Yang Pills successfully with ease without using the Golden 

Snake Grass. From there, he began refining Two-Yang Pills, spending an entire two months on them 

based on the time in the Realm of the Violet Jade Immortal. He only stopped after he had reached the 

level of mastery where he would no longer need to use the Golden Snake Grass. He stored some Two-

Yang Pills as well. In the process, he failed twice when he didn’t use the Golden Snake Grass. Qing Shui 

felt pain for the failures. After all, the medicinal herbs required for refining the Yang Pills were very 

precious. 

When Qing Shui was preparing to refine the Three-Yang Pills, he was still very agitated. He had only 

gotten his hands on the One-Yang Pills and Two-Yang Pills from that hidden treasure chamber. 

Therefore, although he was excited when he had been refining the One-Yang Pills and Two-Yang Pills 

previously, he wasn’t especially agitated. The level of agitation couldn’t be compared when he refined 

the Double Portion Medication. 

However, it was different for the Three-Yang Pills. It was because Qing Shui felt that the Nine Yang 

Pharmacopoeia would change the fate of his clan. Even he himself could benefit greatly from it. For 

example, with his Nine Yang Physique, the Yang Pills not only could increase his abilities, it could also 

improve the Nine Yang Physique. Although the level of improvement would be very low, Qing Shui could 

still sense it. He trusted that the Yang Pills at the later phase would definitely be a lot stronger. 

Four hours! 

Qing Shui affirmed his earlier guess, but also felt that his success rate in alchemy was really quite good. 

After refining the Three-Yang Pills for a while, Qing Shui couldn’t hold back on the temptation and made 

the preparations to refine the Four-Yang Pills. However, Qing Shui soon turned gloomy. He failed three 

times in a row, even though he had used the Golden Snake Grass. On the third attempt, he had failed 

after only refining it for two hours. Based on his estimation, refining the Four-Yang Pills would require at 

least eight hours or even more. Therefore, this showed that he was still a long way off. This was the 

greatest failure in Qing Shui’s history of performing alchemy. 

However, he wasn’t too sad. It was because the greatest reason for the failure was because the 

medicinal effect of the Yang Grass and other medicinal herbs was insufficient and wasn’t enough to 

support the refining of the Four-Yang Pills. 

Since it was because the medicinal effect wasn’t strong enough, then he could only wait. It wouldn’t be 

that long anyway. 



After refining the Three-Yang Pills for a while more, it was about time for Qing Shui to leave the Realm 

of the Violet Jade Immortal. 

It was only evening outside and the three ladies were taking a stroll along the beach. With a flash, Qing 

Shui appeared next to them. There were three of them, but he only had two hands. It didn’t seem right 

no matter which two ladies’ hands he chose to hold. However, Yu Ruyan threw a gaze at Qing Shui as 

she held Yehuang Guwu’s hand. 

Qing Shui smiled, blinked and hugged her. He then took up the other two ladies’ hands. They continued 

to take a stroll along the beach, appreciating the breeze and the waves. All of them were very quiet. 

When it turned dark, Yu Ruyan and Tantai Xuan went to prepare dinner while Qing Shui continued to 

take a stroll with Yehuang Guwu. 

“Are you going to leave?” Yehuang Guwu smiled and asked. 

“I’ll be leaving tomorrow!” Qing Shui had long planned everything out. 

“You should go to Xuan`er’s room tonight. That lass is reluctant to say so, but she likes you.” Yehuang 

Guwu grinned and said. 

“I’ll go, but I might not eat her up. I feel that she isn’t ready yet…” Qing Shui said a little awkwardly. 

“Does that activity really feel so good?” Yehuang Guwu’s face turned flush red as she asked in a very soft 

voice. 

Qing Shui smiled and whispered some words next to her years, causing her to run away in shock. 

“Ruyan, tonight, let’s sleep…” 

Watching as Yehuang Guwu and Yu Ruyan smiled and took their leave, Tantai Xuan appeared anxious 

and wanted to leave as well. However, she was held back by Qing Shui, “Lass, you won’t be able to 

escape.” 
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Recklessness 

Tantai Xuan wanted to leave, but she was pulled back by Qing Shui. With a yelp, she landed into Qing 

Shui’s arms. 

He had no idea if Tantai Xuan really wanted to leave or if she was just being reserved. During this hold 

up, Yehuang Guwu and Yu Ruyan had already left. Tantai Xuan threw Qing Shui a glance and grew silent, 

obstinately staring at Qing Shui. 

Qing Shui naturally wasn’t intimidated. He was instead admiring her exquisite, jade-like skin from as 

close as possible. Her velvety and fair skin exuded a faint fragrant that was so irresistible that one would 

be tempted to take a bite out of her. 

Tantai Xuan instantly pulled backwards when Qing Shui leaned forward. “Don’t stick your tongue out, 

that’s so disgusting!” 



Qing Shui was taken aback and licked his lips. “Xuan’er… are you a germaphobe or are you just being 

cold?” 

“I’m neither…!” Tantai Xuan reached out to knock Qing Shui on his head. 

“But you were disgusted just now. Could it be that you’re pregnant? Come, let me take your pulse.” 

Qing Shui grabbed a hold of her delicate wrist while laughing. 

“Enough, Qing Shui. Stop fooling around.” Tantai Xuan pouted. 

“Then do you still feel disgusted?” Qing Shui smilingly asked her. 

“Not anymore. Qing Shui, let us just have a chat tonight, alright?” Tantai Xuan glanced at Qing Shui 

nervously. 

“That’s my plan. Xuan’er, were you thinking about doing something else?” Qing Shui carried on with his 

teasing. 

“Y-You’re a ridiculous, big meanie!” Tantai Xuan exclaimed in both embarrassment and anger. 

“Come, let us talk about our life goals on the bed.” Qing Shui lifted her up and moved towards the 

bedroom. 

She had a bedroom here, and of course the other bedroom was added in later for Qing Shui. The 

bamboo building at the place where Putuo Mountain had viewed as the most sacred of the sacred land 

actually included a bedroom for man. He wondered what the rest would think when they discovered 

that three of the most sacred women among the Putuo Mountain actually belonged to a man. 

“Qing Shui, do not touch me. You can only do that when you make me fall completely in love with you.” 

Tantai Xuan didn’t struggle in Qing Shui’s arms, but instead wrapped her arms around his neck. 

Qing Shui didn’t stop either. “Don’t worry, as long as you don’t give me permission to put it in, I won’t 

do it. That’s good enough, right?” 

Tantai Xuan was taken aback by his words. They were vulgar and barbarous, yet still held a lot of impact. 

She couldn’t restrain herself from biting Qing Shui’s shoulder. 

Tantai Xuan wasn’t in love with Qing Shui. To be more exact, she wasn’t completely in love with him. A 

woman like her who chased after perfection would not be willing to wholeheartedly devote herself to a 

man as long as she wasn’t completely in love. If Qing Shui was persistent, then she wouldn’t strongly 

resist it either. However, it would certainly leave a sore spot in her heart. 

Although Qing Shui wasn’t some love expert, he still understood his own women. On top of that, being a 

person who had lived two lives, he had also gained some knowledge on human nature. He had already 

told Yehuang Guwu before that he might not devour Tantai Xuan tonight. In fact, he actually wished to 

do it only when the time was right. 

As for Yiye Jiange, Qing Shui had sworn that he would make her strip for him and take the initiative to 

ride him… 



However, Qing Shui didn’t want to admit that even though he had said such daring words, he reckoned 

it was very unlikely to happen. Qing Shui would be in disbelief if the otherworldly woman just settled 

down on her own accord. Although there was no need to take things so seriously between a man and 

woman, Qing Shui would still try his best, because that scene was also something he looked forward to… 

The bedroom wasn’t big, but it was very cozy. The bamboo bed was covered by a jade-green bed sheet 

that was very thin, yet seemed especially comfortable. It looked indescribably harmonious when it was 

set against the green bamboos in the surroundings. 

The bamboo bed wasn’t too high, only reaching up to a person’s knees. It was a very exquisite and 

refined small bed. Although it was a little too narrow for two people to sleep on, it was quite spacious 

for a single person. Qing Shui looked at the bamboo bed in amusement. “Will it collapse under both of 

our weights?” 

“I didn’t allow you to come on my bed…” 

Tantai Xuan’s lovely face was flushed. She had a pair of divinely gorgeous eyes that were somewhat 

otherworldly, graceful and deep. They also held a little perfection-seeking sensuality that was bone-

deep. In Qing Shui’s eyes right now, her sensuality was unusually intense. 

Qing Shui lifted her up and directly sat on the bed. Unexpectedly, the bed didn’t collapse. It only 

bounced for a little bit, without even making any noise in the slightest. 

This wasn’t a wonder either, as the bed was made out of special bamboo from the Southern Sea that 

was flexible yet extremely tough. Even under the weight of four people, it would also only be bouncy, let 

alone two people. Besides, Qing Shui had already experienced that effect on Yu Ruyan’s bed. He was 

only teasing Tantai Xuan. 

“Xuan’er, this bed is pretty good. It’s so bouncy. Oh right, Xuan’er, come explain to your husband how 

do you usually take care of your needs?” Qing Shui pressed against her body. A prideful lady like her 

must be given some intense encouragement, so he could bring out the lewd side within her. 

“You’re the only one who has needs…” 

“I do and I can feel it now again. Tell me, how should I take care of it?” Qing Shui smiled and slowly 

leaned his head towards her. 

“Don’t you forget what you said earlier.” Tantai Xuan pushed against Qing Shui’s chest with both of her 

hands. 

“Of course. I won’t be devouring you, but I still can do something else to you.” 

Qing Shui smiled as one of his hands traveled slowly upwards from her delicate waist. The places he 

caressed caused Tantai Xuan to slightly shut her eyes and shiver in pleasure. 

Perhaps due to Qing Shui’s words earlier, she gradually calmed down. Her eyes were still shut and both 

of her arms were slack. 

Qing Shui smiled and pecked on her soft lips, sucking on them a little. Both of his hands were also gently 

caressing her waist and delicate back. Before he realized it, his hands had already gone underneath her 

clothes. 



The moment his hands came in contact with her well-rounded breasts, his tongue also managed to 

breach her clenched jaw and skillfully captured her wonderfully soft tongue. 

Tantai Xuan didn’t recall when she had opened her eyes, but her small face was fiery red. 

Qing Shui reached out and slowly undressed her. She didn’t resist it. She knew exactly what he wanted 

to do. That familiar scene was already imprinted on her mind. 

When Qing Shui buried his head between her soft roundness, her body trembled the moment he 

sucked. Her arms were wrapped around Qing Shui’s heads, very tightly. 

…… 

“Xuan’er, you nearly suffocated me to death.” Qing Shui was embracing Tantai Xuan. The upper half of 

their bodies had been stripped of clothes. Tantai Xuan wouldn’t allow him to strip her any further and 

Qing Shui had no desires to find trouble, so he would have to make do with that. 

“You still dare say that…” 

When Tantai Xuan thought back to the earlier moment, she didn’t even realize when she had her arms 

wrapped around his neck. It was as if she wanted to stuff him into her body with all her might. That 

wasn’t good… this big meanie was going to tease her about it. 

“Alright, alright, I’m not gonna say anything. That tasted really good!” 

Tantai Xuan was speechless. 

The next day, Qing Shui had the three ladies use the Two-Yang Pills and Three-Yang Pills. After using two 

Two-Yang Pills and two Three-Yang Pills, Yehuang Guwu’s instantly gained 16 sun of strength. This was 

neither a lot nor a little. The Yang Pill mainly brought great benefits to a body’s constitution, and these 

benefits were not at all inferior to a direct increase of strength. 

Qing Shui also used two pills. Unfortunately, the pills weren’t for increasing physical strength. Though 

his increase was only very little, his strength was still much stronger than that of Yehuang Guwu. 

However, it was different for Tantai Xuan and Yu Ruyan. Their strengths were nearly doubled. This was 

how powerful the Yang Pills were. The exponential increase of strength wasn’t only stable in its 

foundation, but also the Yang Pills also had the effects of establishing the foundation and enhancing 

constitution and bones. 

Qing Shui had a feeling that his constitution and bones had been enhanced by most. Perhaps this was 

due to his Nine Yang Golden Body constitution. 

He recalled the Ren Meridian Strengthening Pellets and Du Meridian Strengthening Pellets that he had 

prepared for them. These two types of pellets had been strengthened by him. He then recalled the 

Double Portion Medication and a thought struck him. Could he use it again? 

Back then, Qing Shui had never considered using this type of medicinal pill two times. Now that he 

thought about it, it could probably work. It was just for strengthening, so there was no limit to it. 

Normally, a person could be strengthened twice, or even thrice. Of course, this was provided that they 

had a Triple Portion Medication. 



Qing Shui wasn’t in a rush to test it out. It was going to be his second time after all, so he figured he 

should just let the few ladies to use them first. These two types of medicinal pills were considered the 

best for body strengthening, so it was good to let them use them before he left. 

The Ren and Du meridians were the most important meridians in the human body. They were blood 

vessels that could allow massive strength increases. The first person to use the pills was Yehuang Guwu. 

What shocked Qing Shui was that he wasn’t certain if it was due to the strengthening or because 

Yehuang Guwu’s strength was a lot more powerful than his prior to it, but Yehuang Guwu’s strength 

increased by a little more than onefold, reaching nearly 70,000 sun of strength. Both Qing Shui and 

Yehuang Guwu were stupefied. 

This was a type of medicinal pill that had very special requirements towards a body’s constitution. The 

strength increase varied for each individual. Since it was not fixed, one’s strength could be amplified by 

between 50% to 300%. This was the result after being strengthened. Of course, it was could be less than 

50% too, depending on the individual’s constitution and innate talents. Those with good innate talent 

would store the medicinal effect in their body. This meant that if one was too weak in strength to absorb 

it, it would gradually melt into the body and increase cultivation speed when cultivating in the future. 

The outcome was the same as using the pills with higher strength. 

The next ones to try were Tantai Xuan and Yu Ruyan. Qing Shui was once again amazed by the strength 

that the two ladies had gained, because their strength were increased by nearly twofold… But of course, 

twofold for them was still merely tens of suns, barely anything comparable to Yehuang Guwu. However, 

the medicinal effect stored within their bodies were much more than Yehuang Guwu. Even without 

cultivating in the future, their strength would still be increased gradually over time at a very fast pace, 

until the medicinal effect in their bodies was completely used up. The results on both of them were a lot 

better compared to when Qing Shui had consumed it back then. 

With the Double Portion Medication, Qing Shui reckoned that it would probably be great this time. He 

stopped hesitating in trying it out for himself too. They didn’t need any for now since their bodies had 

had enough. Yehuang Guwu had the most satisfying outcome. Her strength was very close to 70,000 

sun. If she condensed it into White Tiger strength through the Tiger Form, it would be nearly 140,000 

sun. 

Qing Shui realized that he had already been surpassed. Then again, around 150,000 suns of strength 

could still be taken care of during a fight. 

He consumed the Double Portion Medication and Ren Meridian Strengthening Pill. 

He hesitated for a moment before directly consuming the Double Portion Medication and Du Meridian 

Strengthening Pill. 

Soon enough, a wave of boundless energy erupted from within his meridians. Qing Shui instantly 

regretted it. His action earlier was simply too reckless. 

 


